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THE BEST UTILISATION
ROUTES FOR BIOGAS
BA. Bsc. H. Dekker; Msc. J. Langerak; Msc N. Friga

Introduction
S outheast Asian countries
p oss ess t he largest biogas
potential in the world. As
nowadays the biogas can be
easily treated to be used as
transport or vehicle fuel as
it offers a great advantage.
Combined with the need for
reduction of Green House
Gas (GHG) emissions biogas
offers a compelling economic
and sustainable alternative to
regular fuel.
Nowadays, in the biogas
field there are a wide range
of te ch nol o g i e s av ai l abl e.

These include several ways
of biogas capture, as well as
several techniques to utilize
t h e bi o g a s , r a n g i n g f rom
electricity production all the
way to creating increased value,
by transforming it into biomethane, bio-CNG or even
bio-LNG. As it becomes more
common to capture and use
biogas, there is an increasing
n e e d t o l o o k at t h e b e s t
utilization route available. Since
power generation from biogas is
only 42% efficient at best as coproduced heat can often not be
used, this article focuses on the
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utilization routes: bio-methane,
bio-CNG and bio-LNG.
Biogas: an untapped treasure
Biogas is a renewable source
of energ y and is produced
by digesting biodegradable
organic matter in the absence
of oxygen/air. Sources providing
the organic substrate for biogas
production can be wastewater,
crop residues, dairy livestock
manure, municipal solid waste
etc. Typical raw biogas consists
of about 55–65% methane (CH4),
30–45% carbon dioxide (CO2),
traces of hydrogen sulphide
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(H2S), fractions of water vapors
and other contaminant gases.
Biogas can be utilized in
several ways. However, prior
to any use it is essential that
the raw biogas is pre-treated
in order to remove the excess
water vapors and to separate
compounds such as H2S, NH3
etc. This is important since
H 2 S for example is hig h ly
toxic for living organisms but
also harmful for mechanical
equipment due to its corrosive
nature. DMT Environmental
Te c h n o l o g y t a c k l e s t h i s
problem with an effective pretreatment technology portfolio
ranging from easy to operate
activated carbon filters all the
way to highly sophisticated
chemical and/or biological
desulphurization scrubbers.
After pre-treatment, biogas
can be directly used for heat
and power production in CHP
units. This option used to
be dominant. However, the
produced heat from a CHP
installation does often not
match with heat requirements
on site, resulting in a rather
inefficient energy conversion.
Therefore, nowadays industries,
public sector companies as well
as individuals, are all looking

to utilize biogas as a fuel
substitute, given that biogas,
after treatment, is essentially the
same as natural gas. However, for
biogas to be utilized effectively,
purification is required to
remove contaminants which
reduce its calorific value. The
removal of (mainly) carbon
dioxide “upgrades” the biogas
into natural gas quality and
generates biomethane, a
renewable fuel offering exciting
possibilities. Biomethane can be
used a natural gas replacement
for industrial uses, injected into
the local gas grid, compressed
and used as vehicle fuel (bioCNG) or finally polished and
liquefied to produce bio-LNG.
To make use of the higher
energy potential and improved
profitability it is important
to have an optimized process
in terms of low energy and
material consumption, with
high efficiency and low methane
losses. There are a number of
technologies available today for
biogas upgrading, with varying
capacity and complexity. Most
common upgrading systems
are pressurized water scrubbing
(PWS), catalytic absorption/
amine wash (CA), pressure
swing absorption (PSA), highly

selective membrane separation
(MS) and cryogenic liquefaction
(CL). Each process has its own
advantages and disadvantages,
depending on the biogas origin,
composition and geographical
orientation of the plant. For
more information regarding
the performance of upgrading
technologies please see www.
bioenergyconsult.com/biogasto-biomethane/
Among the upgrading
technologies, the membrane
separation technolog y is
i n c re a s i ng ly s e e n a s B e s t
Available Technology (BAT). A
membrane is a dense filter that
can separate the components in
biogas down to the molecular
level. The membranes used
for biogas upgrading retain
most of the valuable methane,
w hi le most of t he c arb on
dioxide (which has no calorific
v a lu e ) p e r me ate s t hrou g h
the membrane. During the
separation, also water vapor, and
some of the oxygen is removed.
The pressure t hat is us e d
depends on the requirements
of the specific site as well as on
the design and manufacturer of
the membrane module and/or of
the upgrading system. The gas
stream going into the membrane

Carborex®MS 1400
Upgrading With PWS

Biogas Membrane Upgrading

Biogas upgrading plant (based on Pressurized water scrubbing
technology) supplied by DMT: processing 550 Nm3 of biogas
per hour for distribution into the Dutch national gas grid.

Biogas upgrading plant (based on Membrane separation)
supplied by DMT: processing 1400 Nm3 of biogas per hour for
distribution into the English national gas grid.
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Carborex®MS 400

Carborex®MS + CNG

Biogas Upgrading to CNG

Upgrading With CNG and Carborex®MS

Biogas upgrading plant (based on Membrane separation)
supplied by DMT: processing 400 Nm3 of biogas per hour to
CNG.

Biogas upgrading plant (based on Membrane separation)
supplied by DMT: processing 40 Nm3 of biogas per hour to
CNG.

is called the feed stream and is
separated into permeate and
retentate. Retentate is the gas
stream than does not pass the
membrane while permeate is the
gas stream does.
DMT Environmental
Technology
DMT is the world’s leading
company in both pre-treatment
of gaseous streams and in
enabling the production of biomethane, bio-CNG and bio-LNG
from biogas. It is DMT’s mission
to solve not only environmental
issues, but simultaneously also
create a profitable business
for it s c u s tom e rs . As t h e
largest supplier of membrane
based upgrading technology
(Carborex®MS), DMT has built
up an unrivaled experience in
easy to operate units.
DMT has introduced the
bio-CNG route which, for
South East Asia, is the most
i nte re st i ng one to fol l ow.
Due to its experience and
strategic cooperation between
R&D facilities and product
development, DMT introduced
plug-and-play modules for
biogas upgrading.
In DMT’s Carborex®MS,
biogas upgrading is performed
with highly selective gas-gas

multi stage membranes which
requires no water, chemicals
or scrubbers. It is a flexible and
self-controlled process that can
be built into containers, a feature
that allows easy shipping. Most
striking about the performance
of Carborex®MS is the ease of
operation: it is a plug-and-play
system that can be operated with
just a single button. Moreover,
the surprisingly short start-up
time allows for biomethane “onspec” within a couple of minutes.
Last but not least the system can
be remotely monitored 24/7 and
its design simplicity guarantees
an unprecedented uptime. For
example the bio-CNG station in
Vågardå (Sweden) and Jevnaker
(Norway) are running with an
uptime of 98%.
Utilization Routes
a. Grid injection
Due to the presence of a highly
developed gas infrastructure, one
of the main utilization routes of
biomethane in Europe is that of
gas grid injection. Distribution of
biomethane through the natural
gas grid has the advantages that
large quantities of gas can be
relatively cheaply transported
to end customers without
being limited by local demand.
Grid access is subject to strict
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legislation. Depending on the
type of network and the network
op erator t he required gas
quality (and methods of quality
monitoring) can vary greatly. It
requires the right equipment,
f lexibility and above all
engineering quality to be able to
meet all the various specifications
in different countries.
b. Bio - CNG
When no wide spre ad gas
inf rast r uc ture is avai lable
within a reasonable distance
(as is often the case in South
East Asia), the production of
bio - CNG is a suitable solution
with an average R.O.I of 3 years.
Converting the biogas into
bio-methane of CNG quality
through upgrading, would
facilitate the transportation
and commercialisation of over
95% of the energetic content
of the biogas. Within the CNG
utilization route, the raw biogas
will be typically pre-treated (to
remove H2O, H2S and other
contaminants), upgraded to
a methane content of >96%
b y a p p l i c a t i o n o f D M T ’s
containerized Carborex®MS
unit, compressed to 250 bar
with a CNG compressor and
stored in racks with gas bottles.
The buffered gas (bottles) will
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CNG storage and distribution system supplied by Galileo

be suitable for transportation
by truck or ship. In addition
DMT can supply a CNG
fuelling station.
For facilitating the storage
and distribution of high
pressure CNG, a wide range of
commercial system are available.
They range from simple gas rack
based skids, to tube trailers to
highly sophisticated standalone
dispenser units. Typical storage
volumes range from a couple of
hundred to multiple thousand
kilograms of LNG.
Alternatively to transporting
the CNG by virtual pipeline
(transporting by truck), the gas
can be used for local applications
such as burning in boiler systems
or for (co-)fuelling of vehicles
at e.g. palm oil plantations.
Through retrofitting a truck it
can be converted to a co-fuelling
vehicle, which runs on both
CNG as well as conventional
fuels. An additional advantage
of retrofitting is that the engines
r un on a lower RPM, and
therefore, will have less wear
and tear. The cost of retrofitting
an engine will depend on its
Horse Power/cylinder size.
Indicative prices (based on
Asian supplier information) are
shown below.
• 150 HP – 4 cylinder: will

Titan tube trailer for CNG storage and distribution

cost ± 7.000 - 8.000 $ (excl.
cylinder tank)
• 300 HP – 6 cylinder: will cost
± 11.000 – 12.000 $ (excl.
cylinder tank - all in around
15.000 $)
• Common Rail system is
more expensive to retro-fit
c. Bio- LNG
Nowadays LNG is continuously
gaining momentum worldwide
as the fuel of choice for trucks
a n d s h i p s , by c o m b i n i n g
clean combustion, easier
t r ansp or t at i on , f l e x ibi l it y
and higher security both in
terms of reserves capacity and
stability of price. Bio-LNG is
the most cost effective fuel
or technology available today
for CO 2 emissions reduction
(up to 70% less compared to
diesel). Given that LNG reduces
the volume of biomethane up
to 600x. Liquefaction is an
excellent way to store fuel
when the price or demand
is low. It is also the best and,
sometimes, the only method
for methane transportation.
Therefore, always striving for
innovation and closely following
market developments, DMT
ventured into the world of
(small scale) bio-LNG, ready
to offer a highly valued end
product. After screening already
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established, promising new
te chnolog ies, a successf u l
bio-LNG production process
was developed that doesn’t
struggle with common problems
associated with the liquefaction
of biogas (such as the presence
of contaminants and the freeze
out of components like CO2 and
H2O).
Conclusions
Over the past years the
technique for biogas upgrading
has evolved in such way that it
has become easier to fully utilize
the biogas potential available.
Containerized solutions such
as the membrane upgrading
of DMT Environmental
Te chnolog y, a l lows for an
easy plug-and-play operations
which is ver y practical for
remote locations.
The bio-CNG allows for
significant diesel savings when
used in industrial boilers or as
fuel for retrofitted trucks. With
an average ROI of 3 years, this
technology is now available for
those who want to use the biogas
potential to the full. BD
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Make value
out of
your waste

Why not make value out of your waste streams?
DMT makes it possible. Our technology enables
biogas to be upgraded to pure methane. The
methane can be further compressed to Bio-CNG
which can then be used as fuel for transport or for
boilers. With more than 28 years and world wide
experience we are a reliable partner. We have
become market leader in the field of biogas
upgrading with our advanced membrane
technology. Why not call our
office and find out what
we can do for you?
DMT Environmental Technology www.dmt-et.com
CALL +31 513 636 789 for Harmen Dekker or Coen Meijers
E-mail: hdekker@dmt-et.nl or cmeijers@dmt-et.nl
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BIOGAS PLANT
OPERATION:

A FIT AD SYSTEM YIELDS MORE
True Eco shares an AD fitness program for your biogas plant
that can help your digester to run the extra mile: protecting your
operation from failure and downtime.

T

o d a y ,
t h e
manufacturing sector
constantly seeks
promising ways to
further enhance sustainability
in its production and reduce
carbon footprints resulting from
the process. In Malaysia, we
have seen many announcements
on n e w l y - bu i lt an a e ro bi c
digestion (AD) systems with
biogas recovery and utilisation
facilities recently, especially after
the implementation of the new
Feed-in-Tariff (FiT) scheme by
Sustainable Energy Development
Authority (SEDA). At True Eco,
we have been working with clients
who are not only interested in
building new plants, but also
those who want to get their
existing biogas plants back into
shape with a tailor-made AD
fitness program.

E a ch and e ve r y s y ste m
has its own advantages and
disadvantages. There is no
standard design that can be
applied straight across for all
biogas projects. Most biogas
plants are initially designed
based on historical information
while actual field test data can
vary greatly. As such, there
have been many cases that
biogas systems failed in just
few years after installation for
due to poor performance and
design inadequacy.
Often, before you hit the gym
with a personal trainer, they
will get you to do a fitness test
to understand your fitness level
and fitness goals. Our fitness
plan for AD system in a biogas
plant is no different: assessing
and benchmarking the current
plant operation performance
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while discussing with you and
validating the information with
simulated models. It is always
best to review the health level
(performance indices) and
food intake (feed consumption)
before planning a workout.
When you are healthy, you
feel great running for a bus
in the morning after your
o at me a l p or r i d ge and t he
legs are pounding like a welllubricated centrifugal pump.
However, doing the same run
while you are having a fever
may not allow you to catch the
bus as you may not even have
the appetite to munch on the
delicious BLT sandwich. The
same analogy applies to AD
systems in biogas plants and
there are certain measures that
can be performed to improve
the overall plant output.

Year 2016 | 3rd Edition BIOGAS DIRECTORY
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Cultivating the habitat
Creating a fitness program –
whether you are a newbie or a
seasoned pro, may be as much art
as it is science. While the format
of the first workout may vary
depending on the ultimate goals,
going with the basics of building
up the body and staying healthy
seldom go wrong.
In handling the process of
AD, it can be tricky but to get it
right, the science is simple: fill an
airtight container with effluent

It is also important to maintain the
appropriate physical operating
parameters (i.e. temperature,
pH and buffering, gas solubility,
volatile solids, chemical
oxygen demand and other
variables) within the digester
to support healthy amount of
microorganisms and optimal
biogas production, balancing
gas production and gas demand.
The biogas plant manager must
understand the feedsto ck,
digester loading and frequency as

“To recognise that something
is bad, you must know how
things work, when nothing is
wrong.”
with high organics content, get
the right microbes and encourage
them to grow, then let the them
get to work to yield a methanerich gas (biogas) that can be used
to generate heat and electricity.
￼ It is important that a biogas
plant manager is thoroughly
trained with the understanding
of the fundamental biological
processes, as this will be what
drives most of the decisions that
he or she needs to make on a
daily basis.
A successful AD process
begins with proper seeding of the
digester and subsequent careful
cultivation. To obtain a consistent
biogas yield of good quality,
a good habitat for the active
microorganisms is critical and
this can be achieved with process
parameters measurements that
enable effective process control.
It is important to remember that
feeding the digester on a regular
basis keeps the microorganisms
healthy with sufficient nutrients.

well as monitoring and assessing
the digester conditions with the
recorded process variables and
work to keep them in an optimal
range. Once these factors are
known, handling the inventory
of AD feedstock becomes a piece
of cake.
Spotting The Signs
More than 40 percent of biogas
plants fail after the start-up phase.
An upset digester, that inevitably
occurs, does not decompose
organic matter properly. Such a
digester is characterised by low
methane production, high carbon
dioxide content, high volatile
acid/ alkalinity relationship,
foaming, and poor liquid-solids

separation. Sometimes, we would
call it a ‘sour digester’ or ‘stuck
digester’. The cause may be due to
a single factor, or multiple factors.
From our experience, monitoring
and control is a powerful tool for
AD process stability. Continued
care and vigilance at all levels
of plant operation and daily
communication between
operators and super visor y
personnel are essential to assure a
continuous and proper anaerobic
digestion process. The biogas
plant manager not only needs
to know the process parameters
but also how they relate to each
other and their relationship to
the occurring biological process.
For example, he should know that
when poor methane production
is experienced, it is likely to
be an issue associated with the
process conditions, rather than
with toxicity.
With knowledge of the
biological processes and the
availability of monitor ing
instrumentation appropriately
set up in the biogas plant, the
biogas plant manager will be able
to tell if the routine monitoring
data is adequate to diagnose the
digester health and then to know
what to do when the parameters
show the that something is
wrong. For example, if additional
analysis is necessary for process
troubleshooting. It may be the case
that gas generation output does
not reach the design capacity, but
by taking steps such as changing
the substrate and recycle mixture
or improving the mixing regime,
it could be possible to achieve

“Lack of process
monitoring & control can
lead to a sick digester.”

BIOGAS DIRECTORY 3rd Edition | Year 2016
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SOME SYMPTOMS
OF A ‘SICK’
DIGESTER
• pH that is out of range
• High fats, oils & grease
(FOG) in feed
• Foaming issue
• Poor gas production or
rise in CO2 content
• High solids in
supernatant
• Poor quality in digested
sludge

the required level of gas yield.
It is, however, in certain cases,
that the digester contents can
no longer be regenerated and
must be removed, necessitating
a cost-intensive restart. Hence,
balancing material f low is
also an appropriate means for
discovering deficiencies in plant
operation. It is only with an
understanding of how biological
systems work with the accurately
recorded monitoring data that
allows the biogas plant manager
to take corrective action or to
avoid an upset condition. With
proper monitoring and control,
we shall expect high values of
biogas plant output.

BEST PRACTICES FOR IMPROVING
AVAILABILITY OF THE FACILITY
• Design for flexibility to adapt for future demand
• Install measuring instrumentation to detect & record
disturbances
• Adhere to maintenance interval & perform predictive
maintenance
• Stock important spare parts
• Engage service from supportive technology provider &
manufacturer that is local & available at short notice
• Apply redundant design for critical components
• Employ low-wear technology & material
• Train & assess plant personnel on a periodic manner

Debottleneck And
Optimisation
In practice, we often encounter
that somewhere along the process
chain there is a bottleneck that
restricts performance and thus
the economic efficiency of the
downstream plant components.
Als o, it shou ld a lways b e
remembered that each biogas
plant is a system that consists
of a large number of individual
components that have to be
synchronised with each other.
Therefore, effort must be made
as early as in the initial planning
and designing stage to safeguard
that the chain works as a unified
whole: purchasing individual

09

components that work does not
necessarily guarantee an overall
working biogas plant.
Most of the wastewater
treatment plant and biogas system
are typically designed based
on conservative guidelines and
are operated based on historic
practices. The optimisation of
microbial processes is often
complex and may re quire
considerable time, especially if the
optimisation problem is of high
dimensionality and non-linear.
Nonetheless, optimisation is vital
to tap the full potential of the
plant capacity and it is executed
when the process reaches it
steady state. When it comes to
the optimisation of a biogas
plant, the target is to improve
the substrate feed to biogas
plants with the aim of harvesting
greater amounts of methane or
energy yield and at a minimised
cost. A prerequisite for a stable
decomposition process is that
the system remains functional.
If outages occur during feeding
of the digester or during mixing,
the biological process would be
directly affected.
From a technical perspective,
the optimisation in a biogas
plant is aimed at minimising
downtime and ensuring a smooth,

Year 2016 | 3rd Edition BIOGAS DIRECTORY
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DECISION
POINT!!

REPAIR

RETIRE,
DEMOLISH,
REBUILD

RETROFIT

Figure 3: The decision on a failed plant or an aging facility

consistent anaerobic digestion
and methane production process,
thus raising the availability of the
plant and its capacity to operate
at full load. Periodic assessment
of the plant performance is
often overlooked. A thorough
evaluation on the microbial
ecosystem of the digester using
operational data against initial
design parameters serves as a
prerequisite to facilitate any AD
process debottlenecking and
optimisation approach.
With our biogas plant now
feeling energised with a good
diet and workout, we can now
begin to look at some more items
to enhance the plant. The last
ten years have been tumultuous
within the biogas industry.
Facilities are expected to deliver
process stability while increasing
efficiency, eliminating downtime
and providing flexibility to
accommodate future expansion.
Biogas technologies have been
evolving rapidly and a lot of
robust equipment has become
available for greater efficiency
and control to uplift anaerobic
digestion processes. However,
the suitability of the component
and the integration works of
such components to the current
operation have to be meticulously
studied and well-planned for a
smooth synchronization into
your live biogas plant. ￼ The
degree of optimisation scope
can be subjective to the actual
condition and performance of the
biogas plant. Often, a cost-benefit
analysis should be performed

in the context of optimisation
program to be carried out in a
cost-effective manner.
Repair VS Replace
When some components in the
biogas plant are down again
and again, the repair vs replace
decision pops. That is one of
the many decisions one made
dozens of times each day in most
operation.
If we replace it, should we
replace it with a brand new
unit, or should we consider
refurbishment or a plant review
and process revival through
change of operating approach?
Process plants have useful lives of
thirty to fifty years, during which
time they should be routinely
maintained and retrofitted.
With an understanding of the
condition and performance of
the plant developed through
a comprehensive plant review
and assessment, it is not difficult
to decide on the extent of

BIOGAS DIRECTORY 3rd Edition | Year 2016
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refurbishment, replacement,
recondition for the process, or
even redevelopment for the site.
In our experience, the repair
vs replace (or rebuild) is generally
not well understood. The repair
versus replace decision often
associated with concerns over
costs and the time period . When
making long-term strategic
decision, in terms of cost, we
should consider the cost of
dismantling and installing the
component, the repair or rebuild
cost, and the cost of equipment
downtime. On the other hand,
you could incur costs when
there is absence of any particular
system equipment that is taken
out for replacement due to wear
and tear should also be taken
into account. Certainly, all best
plans go awry if there is no
proper planning guidelines for
the managers to perform his
or her daily operation tasks in
dealing with plant maintenance.
Undeniably, the challenge we

KEY POINTS IN KEEPING THE AD
SYSTEM FIT TO FLY
• Possess an AD system with a focus on the
interconnectedness of each sub-system.
• Keep the microbes healthy in the house with a team of
trained, strict warden.
• Run a series of control procedures targeting for a
consistent biogas yield & other treatment goals.
• Increase the plant flexibility provisioned for future
performance enhancement & process upgrading.

always face will be the availability
of the data. After acquiring the
information, the question will be
on the adequacy and accuracy of
the data to support as a decision
tool. Of course, the final step is
clear - get effective management
control to ensure that the model
can be appropriately applied
with the clear guidelines to be
adhered to.
The Overall Plan
Wh at ge t s m e a s u re d ge t s
managed. It is a popular maxim
in business and the principle
has proven itself to be an
influential aspect in operating
the AD system in a biogas plant.
Biogas is produced by a highly
sensitive microbiological system,
in which, by its very nature, have
monitoring and control as their
most critical elements. Without
a reliable, valid and predictive

measure of the AD process
parameters, we are putting our
biogas plant investment at risk
of having no pre-warnings of
digester failure.
We must not forget that
the measuring instruments
themselves can be unreliable
too. If the data they record is
inherently ambiguous, they
could be misleading. This creates
an interesting paradox whereby
the key objective is to secure
proper measurement and data
collection capabilities at the
biogas plant. It is also important
to understand the various factors
affecting methane production so
that we can look at trends and
how the AD process reacts to
change as we extract accurate
data from the control system.
With that, the overall end result
that could be anticipated: a
stable AD plant process with

“To keep the AD process
running healthy requires
long-term commitment and
investment, without these you
may miss the boat to catch the
current opportunity in Biogas.”

high methane yield as well as
good digested effluent output.
Prevention is always better
than cure. A regular review on the
health of anaerobic digester by
gathering and evaluating the data
of the plant, can never be treated as
an onerous task. Process stability
can be consistently accomplished
at the plant when the biogas
plant manager and operators
are well trained and capable of
routinely performing preventive
maintenance, and are able to take
corrective actions responsively at
the start of any negative change in
the AD process parameter trends.
Optimisation of the AD
process and the approach to
improve the availability of biogas
plants are all interesting subjects,
especially when there is a demand
for additional biogas energy
and the urge for an increase in
the effluent treatment capacity.
Subsequent to that, the decisionmaking process will be based on
whether it is better to be acquiring
a new plant or retrofitting the
existing facility. This will depend
on a number of considerations
such as finance resources, time,
site condition, availability of
materials and so on.
In A Nutshell...
Implementing operation best
practices customised to every
unique project condition creates
the foundation for a biogas plant
in which availability, efficiency
and capacity can all be optimised.
Next, it is your call to create the
AD system and biogas plant
fitness program personalised to
your goals, either by gathering
your in-house expertise or by
discussing your plans with an ‘AD
fitness consultant’. BD
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I

n a world as vast and
diverse as our ear th,
filled with wondrous
and amazing creatures,
would a single organism or
element become the cure all for
every problem?
This is a common issue facing
anaerobic digestion facilities
around the globe. Developers,
engineers and designers all
perceive the microbial portion
of the digester as being similar

www.icesn.com

and parallel to the mechanical
portion. If the mechanical
component of the digester is
functioning then shouldn’t
the microbial component also
fall in line? So long as the
environmental conditions are
appropriate shouldn’t it allow
the right biology to populate or
even evolve to do what we want?
Well let’s tackle the question
about biological evolution.
While its true organisms adapt

and modify over generations,
it would however be foolhardy
to expect these organisms to
adapt to your specific needs in
a very short relative time. As
an example of this, there is a
sample of e-coli (among the
most adaptive of all organisms)
that has been contained and
studie d for de c ades. The
changes? Well, it’s bigger and
it eats more. However, it eats
the same things it ate before, it
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is simply evolved to eat more by
growing itself. So how can we
expect that in an uncontrolled
environment that our biology
would be any more special than
those held under a controlled
environment? The correct term
is adaptation, not evolution.
Evolution implies a complete
and ext reme mo dif icat ion
to suit the organisms’ needs.
L i ke shif t ing f rom a lung
f i s h to a m on ke y ; t h at i s
evolution. Adaptation is a
simple modification to handle
environmental needs such as
the e-coli growing in size to
consume more feed.
So with that cleared up and
understanding that microbes
do not evolve irrationally to
suit our needs, then we are left
with the native biology of our
surroundings.
This is where it gets more
c omp l i c at e d . Wit h ou r
surroundings these bacteria
and methanogens are those to
whom the conditions and feed
best suit their needs. So those
organisms we may seek out to
suit a digester of Dairy manure,
but doing so in an environment
that has historically been a
dessert region will not deliver
us the specific organisms that
we may w ant to opt i m i z e
our particular system. S o
with that we have to search
and look for those specific
o r g a n i s m s t h at m ay h e l p
optimize our digesters. Maybe
1 in 20 digesters currently have
the correct biology for their
digesters naturally in place,
with over 30 I have tested thus
far, not a single one has had
the most optimal biology and
the correct environmental
conditions in place for these
organisms. A disturbing fact
for a system built to produce
and generate wealth.

Year 2016 | 3rd Edition BIOGAS DIRECTORY
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S o w hy t h e s ke pt i c i s m
against biologicals? Why that
angst against something with
such a proven record? Well
historically people have a right to
feel skeptical and to feel anxiety
against something that they do
not understand and cannot fully
appreciate as they cannot fully
see the product itself. There have
been scores of products that are
advertised as the one all solution
for all digesters. There have been
thousands of people who come
in and say “I can make your
digester double its production”...
then they simply disappear.
These solutions are not snake
oil, they have to be based in
sound science with sound and
straight forward comparable
testing results to determine if
a product will optimize your
digester or not. So when a
company such as Digester Doc
or Aquafix comes in based on
sound science and develops
a range of biologicals that are
set for a variety of situations
(not just a single biological for
everyone treated the same) you
can be sure that it will optimize
productivity within the specific
tested situations. So Digester
Doc tests these multiple samples
from Aquafix and others to
determine the best product for
the customer that will deliver
guaranteed results in improving
the digester and optimizing the
production of that digester,
through the biologicals of
Aquafix and others.
Consider your Digester a
multimillion dollar Olympic
quality athlete or top quality race
horse that you have just invested
in. What are the first things you
do to protect your investment?
Probably take out a life insurance
policy and then to make sure
that he is going to excel as your
investment with having the

best private physical therapist
you can find, as well as the best
private doctor and nutritionist...
right? Of course, afterall what
good is an investment if you
do nothing with it and let it sit
and just try to work on its own.
Well this is exactly the mindset
of so many in the industry...we
bought it, now it’s time for it to
pay us back, granted they will
make investments on its physical
appearance with mechanical
and engineering corrections
like a Physical Therapist or
trainer, but are they paying

BIOGAS DIRECTORY 3rd Edition | Year 2016
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attention to what is going into
their digester? Are they focusing
on the environmental conditions
of this investment? Are they
truly looking at what is going
on inside the investment to be
sure he does not get sick on the
big day? Our digesters are very
much the same as this athlete or
race horse. We invest millions of
dollars hoping for the big payday
return from this investment. BD
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Lantmännen agroenergi, ulricehamn

Sep21

Vida energi, Hok

Sep22

Helsinge pellets, (oK eko. För.), edsbyn

Sep24

mockfjärds Biobränsle, mockfjärd

Sep26

SCa Bionorr, Stugun

Sep33

derome Bioenergi, Veddinge

Sep35

HmaB, Sveg

Sep38

rindi pellets, Älvdalen

www.laxapellets.se

georgia Biomass (rWe), Waycross ga

67 000
110 000
54 000
95 000
85 000
110 000
85 000
55 000
30 000
20 000
70 000

uSp159
uSp163
uSp164
uSp167
uSp168
uSp169

appalachian Wood pellets. (allegheny), Kingwood, WV

enviva pellets northampton (enviva Lp), garysburg nC
german pellets texas ,Woodville, tX

enviva pellets Southampton, (enviva Lp) Franklin, Va
Varn Wood products, Hoboken, ga

Westervelt renewable energy, aliceville
Low Country Biomass, ridgeland, SC
F.e. Wood, Baldwin, me

new Biomass energy Quitman mS

rentech graanul oliver, Sylvania ga

Fram renewable Fuels, Hazlehurst, ga

general Biofuels georgia LLC, Sandersville, ga

uSp177

deadwood Biofuels LLC, rapid City, Sd

Falu energi, Falun

45 000

uSp178

equustock LLC, troy, Va

Södra Cell, Värö

80 000C

uSp179

equustock LLC, raton, nm

uddevalla energi, uddevala

80 000C

uSp180

equustock LLC, nacogdoches, tX

Stenvalls trä, Sikfors

30 000

uSp181

equustock LLC, Jasper, aL

Stockhorvan trä & pellets, Hultsfred

20 000

uSp182

equustock LLC, Clare, mi

11 000

uSp183

essex pallet & pellet, Keeseville, ny

uSp184

integro earth Fuels, greenville

Bioenergi i Böta-Kvarn, ruda
Bürli trocknungsanlage, Willisau
tschopp Holzindustrie ag, Buttisholz

CHp03

aeK pellet, Solothurn

CHp05

Bartholdi pellets, Schmidshof

CHp10

Bestpellet, (Bösingen) dödingen

CHp15

Beniwood, gossau

CHp16
CHp18

Valpellets Sa, uvrier/Sion
enerbois Sa, rueyres

124 000
65 000
40 000
165 000
25 000

plan Biomass Co., Ltd.

uSp185

40 000

tnp02

uSp186

32 000

45 000

Sogra, Sfax

36 000
32 000

Balcas Brites, enniskillen, northern ireland
Blazers Wood pellets, ruthin, Wales

dalkia Bioenergy, Chilton

50 000

mallard Creek, rocklin, Ca

32 000
362 000p
54 000

uSp191

enova energy group, gordon, ga

500 000p

uSp192

enova energy group, Warrenton, ga

450 000p

uSp193

Henry County Hardwoods, paris, tn

uSp194

isabella pellet, Lake isabella, mi

uSp195

olympus pellets, Shelton, Wa

uSp196

pacific pellet, redmond, or

uSp197

Superior pellet Fuels, north pole, aK

uSp198

Westervelt renewable energy, aliceville, aL

35 000

55 000

30 000

100 000

24 000

uKp15

puffin pellets, Boyndie

40 000

uKp21

duffield Wood pellets, Futureenergy, yorkshire

30 000

uKp23

agripellets, alcester

24 000

uKp26

drax, yorkshire

12 000

uKp29

Verdo renewables Ltd, grangemouth, Scotland

58 000

120 000

uKp30

Verdo renewables Ltd, andover

45 000

52 000

rup18

Biom, arkhangelskaya
ekoles, Kallinin-tver region

rup37

ecopel, Kirovsk, Leningrad region

rup43

Biomag ecotechnology, petrozavodsk, Karelia republic

rup49

enisey, Krasnoyarsky region

rup53

Lesnye technology, tver region

12 000

uKp32

Land energy, girvan

rup59

Stod, tver region

80 000

rup63

emS-dnepr, Smolensk

14 000

uap02

Barlinek, Vinnica

24 000

rup64

Biogran, Karelia

60 000

uap03

itac group mukaschevo, pausching

75 000

rup66

Bioles, tver region

10 000

uap04

Barlinek, ivano Frankovsk, Kalvsji

24 000

rup68

granula, moscow region

24 000

uap06

pellet energy ukraine, emelchino, Zhytomyrski

50 000

rup73

pLK, tver region

12 000

uap08

ecoBio-top, ivano Frankivsk

10 000

36 000
36 000
45 000
36 000
10 000
280 000

VeneZueLa

90 000

30 000

Balcas Brites, invergordon, Scotland

32 000

100 000p

Blue Fire renewables, Fulton, Ca

uSp190

26 000

10 000

abacuswood, Bridgend, Wales

uKp13

32 000

200 000C

South Shore Biofuels, Lexington Ky
easy Heat Wood pellets, South Charleston, oH

uSp189

20 000

16 000

Vep1

uKp04

71 000

11 000t

triState Biofuels, Lemont Furnace, pa
Vulcan renewables, St augustine, FL

uSp187
uSp188

20 000

60 000

Pellets •

25 000

10 000

125 000

Biogy, estado de Lara

25 000

Vietnam

15 000C

united Kingdom

uKp02

12 000

450 000C

19 000

104 000

tuniSia

uKp01

200 000

300 000Ct

60 000

tHe netHerLandS

MaRKEts
& FiNaNCE
Biofuels GHG
savings 80 %
better than
thought before.

uKp14

ruSSia

12 000

tHaiLand
tHp01

72 000

280 000

10 000

norrlands trä, Härnösand

CHp02

500 000

400 000p

340 000p

american Wood Fibers, Schofield, Wi

Sep57
Sep58

578 000

500 000C

450 000C

First georgia Bioenergy, Waynesville, ga

Sep56

CHp01

s•

500 000

250 000t

200 000C

Cate Street Capital, thermogen, millinocket

amite Bioenergy, (drax Biomass int.), gloster, mS

Sep55

70 000

350 000

312 000p

american pellet Co., Corunna, mi

morehouse Bioenergy, (drax Biomass int.), Bastrop, La

Sep54

90 000

50 000

feature:

enviva pellets ahoskie, (enviva Lp) ahoskie, nC

uSp171

rup36

www.detikaturan.com

uSp158

Sep50

75 000

romania

Brilit, Veliky novgorod

uSp156

uSp176

Sep45

52 000
75 000

Horizon Bioenergi, Stramproy green, Steenwijk

Holzindustrie Schweighofer, Comanesti

uSp155

10 000

uSp174

50 000

green Wood industry, Zaghouan

Holzindustrie Schweighofer, radauti,

uSp154

50 000

uSp173

25 000

topell energy, rWe , duiven

ecolemn products, Caransebes

uSp153

75 000

750 000

uSp172

25 000

50 000

plospan Bio-energy BV, Waardenburg

Holzindustrie Schweighofer, Sebes

uSp151

60 000

320 000

70 000

70 000

energy pellets moerdijk, moerdijk

eco energ Lemn (eeL), Campulung la tisa

uSp149

40 000

40 000

16 000

nLp05

rup10

uSp148

10 000

65 000

100 000

18 000

125 000

tnp01

www.forssjopellets.se

Vnp01

Vinaconex, yen Bai

Vnp02

Hà thành group, Viet tri phu tho

Vnp03

duy dai Corp., da nang

Vnp04

dpS, dong nai

Vnp08

green energy, tien giang

Vnp09

Vinafood 1, dong thap

Vnp10

Biomass mekong, dong thap

49 000
50 000
36 000
36 000
70 000
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140 000

Vnp11

Southern resource, Ho Chi minh

746

Plants with total installed capacity (metric tonnes)

24 000
180 000

20 000
25 000
100 000

60 000

uKraine

47 496 830

Disclaimer
The purpose of this map is to provide an illustrative overview of activity in
the global biomass fuel pellet industry and intended as an informational
product only. The data is for 2013 and was collected Jan/Feb 2014. Plants
with an installed capacity of 10 000 metric tonnes or more per year are
listed. This does not reflect actual production output.
“P” denotes planned, “C” denotes under construction and “T” denotes
torrefied or steam exploded. The publishers cannot accept any responsibility whatsoever for any inaccuracies or omissions nor be held liable for any
actions taken based on the information provided.

Pelleting Plants

www.akahl.de
www.buhlergroup.com
www.aiel.cia.it
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Pelleting
w w w. a k a h l . d e Plants

WORLD BIOENERGY 2014
3–5 JUNE 2014 JöNköpiNg, SwEdEN

Pioneers in Biomass Pelleting &
Downstream Processing
Of Agriculture Waste
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Packaging line supplier for wood pellets

www.nikkhsin.com

Southern indiana Hardwoods, St. anthony, in

uSp147

45 000

nLp04

linkedin.com/company/pellet-association-malaysia

G M BH

nature's earth pellet energy, Laurinburg nC

uSp145

120 000

nLp03

PALM OIL EFB
PELLETS Wood
SPECIALIST

www.vn-trading.de

neova, Vaggeryd
Lantmännen agroenergi, malmbäck

Sep17

nLp01

rop07

18 000

www.vidaenergi.se

Lignetics of Virginia, Kenbridge Va

uSp144

40 000

Forssjö pellets, Katrineholm
neova, Forsnäs, Österbymo

Sep15
Sep16

40 000

rop06

30 000

Libero, Kuczbork

d Power
an

pemco träpellets, Säffle
Laxå pellets, (oK eko. För.), Laxå

Sep12
Sep14

25 000

rop05

eko-orneta, orneta

pLp29

Leading bulk terminal
in the Stockholm area
- sea, road and rail.

250 000 m2 storage area • 1 000 m quays • 8 000 m rail tracks • 16,5 m water depth

Oxhamn_Leading bulk terminal _60x20 mm.indd 1

neova, Främlingshem, Valbo

Sep10
Sep11

10 000

rop03

Sylva, Koscierzyna, Wiele

pLp25

175 000

”When ever
and wherev
er bioene rgy
No. 77 since
is discuss ed”
the start
No. 1 Februar
y 2015

storaensopellets.se

Sep09

40 000

rop04

67 000
15 000
12 000

pLp13

92 000

Latgran, Jekabpils

www.zhengchang.com

american Wood Fibers, marion, Va

uSp143

40 000

50 000

task, Kiszkowo

180 000

Latgran, Jaunjelgava

LVp11

www.aebiom.org

arbor pellet, Salt Lake City, ut

uSp142

160 000

neova, Ljusne

10 000

pLp06

Sia graanul invest, Launkalne

LVp10

www.teccon.at

uSp139

30 000

SCa Bionorr, Härnösand

15 000

70 000

LVp09

70 000

+46(0)155-25 80 00 • www.oxhamn.se

www.lachenmeier-monsun.com

Hea
t

www.dieffenbacher.com

www.muyang.com

18 000
105 000
130 000

Skellefteå Kraft, Hedensbyn, Skellefteå

20 000

100 000

www.firefly.se

www.orient-biofuel.com

www.fisker.as

INTERNATI NAL
Publisher: sbsAb
bioenergy internAtionAl
holländArgAtAn 17,
se-111 60 stockholm, sweden
tel: + 46 8-441 70 88
info@bioenergyinternational.com
www.bioenergyinternational.com

d
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www.cogentind.com

wood@minimax.de
www.minimax.de

www.vermeer.com

Bioenergi i Luleå, Luleå
Klintpellets , robertsfors

Sep04
Sep06

50 000

facebook.com/pelletsassociationmalaysia

Solutions for Operational Excellence

pajala Bioenergi, pajala

Sep03
Sep05

100 000

25 000

135 000

Kurzemes granulas, Ventspils

10 000
80 000

pfeifer Holz, Lauterbach

68 000

14 000

15 000

100 000

10 000

20 000

arno-eko, Szczecin
Barlinek, Barlinek

Ced, (norvik), Cesu

LVp08

Baust Holzbetrieb, eslohe Bremke
ante Holz gmbH, rottleberode

dep114

81 000

27 000

Vermont Wood pellet, north Clarendon Vt

20 000

palser, Serta

40 000

150 000

poLand
pLp01

12 000

LVp04

30 000

dep112
dep113

65 000

10 000

Frank pellets LLC, Lyons or

uSp124

12 000

150 000

10 000

30 000

50 000

rocky Canyon pellet Co, grangeville id

uSp120

10 000

100 000

60 000

90 000

20 000

north idaho energy Logs, moyie Springs id

uSp118

Coterram, Leon

omnipellets, Leiria
ireLand

60 000
36 000

34 000

Blue mountain Lumber prod, pendleton or

uSp117

evercast, Segovia

Laois Sawmills Ltd, portlaoise

ptp31

25 000

manke Lumber Co., tacoma Wa

uSp116

20 000

naparpellet, navarra

ptp34

ptp32

54 000

uSp115

10 000

Vivero Central, Valladolid

iep03

12 000

panama

35 000

techpellet, Stellep , Chaves

ptp23

norWay
nop02
nop05

80 000

enerpellets, pedrogao grande

ptp18
ptp20

15 600

80 000

Biomass Boilers and Plants
www.uniconfort.com – ITALY

(JaF group), novalenha , oleiros

ptp16

60 000

27 000

15 000
70 000

10 000

184 000C

SWitZerLand

grupo Visabeira pinewells Sa arganil

ptp15

60 000

30 000

SCa nuestrompadreJesus, Jabalquinto

portugaL

ptp14

30 000

56 000C

nature Flame, Solid energy renewable Fuels rotorua
nature Flame, Solid Fuls, tuopo

nZp04

30 000
15 000
15 000
20 000
25 000

Lantmännen agroenergi (SBe Latvia), talsi

LVp03

30 000

Vektra-Jakic, pljevlje

nZp01
nZp03

15 000

LatVia
LVp01

75 000

gesfino group, Junglepower, Lousada

ptp07

60 000

neW

20 000

nop01

Forest energy Kadokawa (mitsubishi), miyazaki

Jpp04

30 000

rio Holzenergie, Juwi, Bad arolsen

pellets power, gesfinu group, Viseu

ptp06

36 000

13 140

20 000

10 000

meiken Lamwood, okayama
Hita Shigen Kaihatsu, oita

Jpp03

75 000

60 000p

rio Holzenergie, Juwi, dotternhausen,

dep111

ecopowerplant, Kwilcz
enermontijo, pegoes

ptp05

60 000

35 040

neW ZeaLand

120 000

Japan
Jpp01

70 000
115 000

german pellets, Sachen-anhalt nord, oranienbaum

dep110

emg, Bialystok

pLp54
ptp04

15 000

pearl agro sdn bhd, Klang, Selangor

nS landmark Sdn Bhd, gemencheh, negeri Sembilan
Citatah nikkhsin Biomass, Sabah
montenegro

20 000

itp66

50 000
120 000

Spessart Holz energie (SHe), dorfprozelten

dep109

Safari, Sztum

pLp53

50 000

45 000

the green Biomass Sdn Bhd, Kota Kinabalu, Sabah

myp08

30 000

geminati pierino, Lombardia BS

dep108

Swedwood, resko

pLp52

75 000

90 000

Citatah nikkhsin Biomass msia Sdn. Bhd.

myp07

20 000
20 000

pe.pe., azzana decimo, Friuli Venezia giulia

65 000

Fabich, drawsko pomorskie

pLp51

15 000

hEat & powER
World’s first
coal to advance
biomass plant
d
conversion.

myp06

20 000

produttori Sementi Verona, Caldiero, VenetoVr
mallarini, Liguria SV

40 000

ekoplex, dzialdowo

pLp50

12 000
145 000

maLaySia

25 000

La tiesse, Cimadolmo tV

13 000

pLp45

180 000

LuXemBourg

80 000

Segatifriuli, Friuli Venezia giulia

Braga Spa, Casalmaggiore, Lombaridia

165 000

LitHuania

200 000C

Sitta, Friuli Venezia giulia ud

100 000

germany

www.barlinek.com

Stali, Cesis

LVp37

50 000

global Logix Co. Ltd, Siak
itaLy

90 000

100 000

ekobriketes Sia, Karsava

LVp35

Sararasa Biomass, riau

indoneSia

45 000

60 000

aprovechamientos energeticos del Campo S.L
Burpellets, dona Santos, Burgos

max parkiet, Żuromin

graanul invest, incukalns

LVp34

mdL.metra duta Lestari, merauke

itp59

75 000

27 000

pLp42

Latgran, Kraslava

LVp31

10 000

green tech india, Bangalore

itp58

55 000

115 000

Carolina Wood pellets, macon County nC

82 000

12 000

LVp30
12 000
100 000

ankit, Bengaluru

itp54
itp55

36 000

Biomass energy LLC, Bumpass, Va

new england Wood pellets, deposit ny

priedaines, Varaklani

Fantazia agrofa, Cegléd
india

itp45
itp50

40 000

geneva Wood Fuels, Strong, me

eden pellets, Chesapeake, Va

Calorpel, orkoien-pamplona, navarra

uSp111

Confluence energy, Walden Co

Woodgrain millwork, prineville or

LVp27

Hungaropellet, raklap es tüzep, Lajosmizse

Hungary

itp43

uSp107

uSp113

70 000

Biogy, escuintla
pannon pellet Kft, Belezna

itp19

uSp106

uSp114

Fågelfors Hyvleri, Fågelfors

itp10

uSp104

70 000
10 000

Södra timber Långasjö

itp06

uSp103

Biomasa Forestal, as pontes-a Coruna
Bioterna, Sangüesa

Stora enso, grums

itp04

10 000

105 000

marth peshtigo pellet Company, peshtigo Wi

o'malley Wood pellets, tappahannock Va

Sep44

itp01

40 000
15 000

100 000

Lee energy Solutions, Crossville aL

uSp97

eureka pellet mills, Superior, mt

Sep39

idp02

40 000

Confluence energy, Kremmling Co

uSp96

indeck Ladysmith, Ladysmith Wi

Sep43

idp01

50 000

uSp95

uSp101

36 000

inp04

20 000
60 000

45 000

uSp98

60 000

inp03

20 000

40 000

25 000

uSp99

54 000

Hup17

75 000

65 000

40 000t

105 000

20 000
25 000

Biopal i, Szczecin

20 000

50 000

13 000

michigan Wood Fuels, Holland mi

uSp64

12 500

30 000

tartak olczyk, Krasocin

45 000
40 000
16 000

75 000

40 000

uSp61

65 000

12 500p

32 000

pBH Zalubski, Jelcz Laskowice

50 000

MaRKEts
& FiNaNC
E
Biofuels GHG
savings 80 %
better than
thought before.

60 000

nature's earth pellets, reform, aL

100 000

12 500

feature:
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72 000

Fiber resources, pine Bluff ar

pellets asturias, asturias

pLp38

10 000

30 000
105 000

equustock, Chester, Va

erta, albacete

pLp35

30 000

25 000

enviva pellets amory, amory mS

110 000

pLp37

48 000

50 000

Wood pellets C&C Smith Lumber Co., Summerhill pa

100 000

35 000

42 000

80 000

turman Hardwood Flooring, galax Va

Briar Creek Wood Fibers, Sylvania ga

24 000

Hup14

30 000

30 000

140 000

pa pellets, (Biomaxx inc.) ulysses pa
potomac Supply Corp., Kinsale Va

enviva pellets Wiggins, perkinston mS

12 000

150 000

power pellets , eslohe

Lignetics of West Virginia, glenville WV

maine Wood pellets, athens me

aKZ (earl. nelss,) aizkraukle

gtp01

idp05

Hanse-pellet, Buchholz

Fehrbellin naturholz, Fehrbellin
Juwi Bio, morbach (rheinland-pfalz)

60 000

Hassell & Hughes Lumber Company, Collinwood tn

Bear mountain Forest prod, Brownsville or

Frix, Valmiera

Hup07

15 000

Hot’ts oÖ (german pellets), pfarrkirchen

dep65
dep66

45 000

Hamer pellet Fuel, elkins WV

gulf Coast renewable energy, monroe La

Latgran, gulbeene

12 000
30 000

FireStixx Hartlietner, Ziertheim

dep63

120 000

greene team pellet Fuel, Carmichaels

uSp94

ecosource, aluksne

15 000

90 000

256 000

emil Steidle gmbH & Co. Kg, Sigmaringen
Schellinger, Krauchenwies

dep62

90 000

energex american inc. mifflintown pa

uSp88

LVp25

90 000

128 000

energiepellets (epo) (Westerwälder), oberhonnefeld

ep energiepellets Hosenfeld, Westerwälder, Hosenfeld
german pellets Sachsen, torgau

dep53
dep55

45 000

dry Creek products, arcade ny

uSp86

LVp20

150 000

Bayerwald pellet (Holz Schiller), regen

dep45
dep46
dep52

german pellet, Sachsen-anhalt Süd, Heidegrund

dongyang Lvneng Bioenergy, Jinhua, Zhejiang

www.pellasx.eu

10 000

256 000

german pellets, Herbrechtingen

dep40

70 000
40 000

Barefoot pellet Company, troy pa

uSp84

LVp15

144 000

220 000
75 000

allegheny pellet Corp., youngsville, pa

uSp85

LVp19

Stelmet, Zielona gora

Corinth Wood pellets, Corinth me

48 000

50 000

pLp30

gLre, great Lakes renewable energy, Hayward Wi

20 000

10 000

100 000

german pellets, ettenheim

dep39

dep77

Jiatong Wood tech., Huzhou, Zhejiang

12 000

Franken pellets, Stadtsteinach

dep38

dep69

Lvyuan Bioenergy, dongguan, guangdong

Heyu Bioenergy, Huzhou, Zhejiang

pfeifer Holz, unterbernbach
Bio-energie mudau, mudau

dep37

dep74

geguang Wood industry, Huzhou, Zhejiang

Lvba Bioenergy, Jinhua, Zhejiang

Haas Holzprodukte, Falkenberg

dep35
dep36

20 000
25 000

Baida new energy, dongguan, guangdong

yongkang Chuangneng new energy, Jinhua, Zhejiang

german pellets, Wismar

dep33

68 000

30 000

Cnp068

Cnp073

moselpellets, trier

dep31

50 000
10 000

20 000

Cnp065

Cnp072

eVS, Sägewerk Schwaiger, Hengersberg
pelletierwerk Schwedt, Schwedt

dep27

10 000
90 000
50 000

50 000

Cnp067
Cnp069

BSVg Biostoffverwertungsgesellschaft Klix gmbH
Biopell gmbH, empfingen

dep24
dep26

12 000
85 000
40 000
40 000
35 000
88 000
30 000

100 000

Boisup, engenville
Coopedome, domagne

20 000

Cnp070

dep20
dep23

40 000

biogas
Bio-CNG, a
growth
opportunity
in China.

150 000 C

500 000
275 000C

appling County pellets LLC, (Fram renewable Fuels) ga

40 000

Sakkas, Karditsa
guatemaLa

Frp51

50 000
12 000
30 000
150 000

18 000
25 000
16 000

grp02

Zilkha Biomass Selma, Selma, aL

Caryse, Villaseca de la Sagra, toledo

Bioenergy Hellas, Larisa

greeCe
grp01

52 000
120 000

Frp56

100 000
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VERMICOMPOSTING &
PORTABLE BIOGAS IN INDIA
Being in the field of
solid waste processing
such as Composting,
Vermicomposting, Mechanical
Compost and Biogas for the
last ten years and also being
involved in management of city
solid waste has taught Vivam
Solid Waste Management a
thing or two about making

money from manure. These
technologies that have been
developed are most suitable for
city waste management.
Being in the business of
converting waste to energy
solid wastes like municipal solid
waste, kitchen, canteen, poultry
and cow dung, food processing
and agricultural wastes can be
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used for power generation.
Vivam specializes in municipal
solid waste treatment plants for
power generation. Vivam SWM
also operates biogas plants
from 4 Kg to 40 tons waste per
day. Some of these projects are
in the pipeline for projects in
Kenya and South Africa.
Vivam SWM has developed

www.icesn.com

a scientific method for
manufacturing vermicompost.
Vermicompost is the product
or process of composting using
various worms, usually red
wigglers, white worms, and
other earthworms to create
a heterogeneous mixture of
decomposing vegetable or food
waste. The method is named
as “Swarup Vermicomposting
S y s t e m”. T h e t e c h n o l o g y
has b e en approve d by t he
Agriculture Department of
G ove r n me nt of Ind i a and
Maharashtra.
The Government of
Maharashtra has approved

the subsidy for this
vermicomposting technology
for farmers. Vivam SWM has
e r e c t e d v e r m i c o mp o s t i n g
plants in all the districts of
Ma h ar a s ht r a an d at s om e
places in Karnataka, M.P.,
U.P., Orissa, Punjab and Nepal.
The vermicomposting plants
are ranging from 1kg to 5 ton
waste per day capacity. We
have installed our projects
of vermicomposting plants
for Mu n i c ip a l c ou nc i ls ,
Schools, Colleges, Govt.
offices, residential complexes,
Industries and for individual
farmers.
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The machine for composting
only requires a ver y small
space and is most suitable for
metropolitan cities for waste
processing of up to 1000 kg
per day. This machine converts
b i o d e g r a d a b l e w a s t e i nt o
compost within 24 hours.
Below we hope to explain
h ow s om e of t h e p opu l ar
s y ste ms t hat Viv am S W M
provides work and also make
clear their uses and benefits.

Year 2016 | 3rd Edition BIOGAS DIRECTORY
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SWARUP VERMICOMPOSTING SYSTEM.
We are pleased to introduce
our self for the development
o f t h e Ve r m i c o m p o s t i n g
Instrument.
We h a v e d e v e l o p e d
a very simple and scientific
instrument for manufacturing
vermicompost from municipal
solid waste. With continuous
research over three years the
instrument was finally developed.
The instrument is made up
of mild steel and aluminum
sections. The instrument can be
folded and henceforth easy to
transport.
The advantages of this system
are as follows:1. P r e v e n t s m i g r a t i o n o f
earthworms.
2. Protects from attack of rats,
frogs, snakes, birds etc.
3. M a i n t a i n s s u i t a b l e
temperature for earthworms.
4. No odor generation.
5. Collection of vermiwash is
possible.
6. Very easy to change the place
of vermicomposting.
7. Latest technology is used.
8. Specific time calculation
of vermicompost
manufacturing is possible.

House Hold
(2’x2’x2’)
Useful for
One Family

9. Excess water can be drained
out immediately.
”Swarup Vermicomposting
Systems” have been successfully
installed at various places in
the Maharashtra State and are
working satisfactorily. Vivam
SWM has installed the projects
that have up to 50 tons per
month capacity.
The system has been supplied
to various State and Central
Government Departments,
Municipal Corporations, Coop. Societies, sugar factories, and
private users. Some of them are
listed below:
• Parks & Garden, PWD
Department of Govt. of
Maharashtra,
• Central Institute of Cotton
research, Nagpur, of Govt.
of India,
• Municipal Corporation of
Aurangabad, Amaravati
and Murud Janjeera, Dist.
Raigad.
• In s t i tu t e o f C h e m i c a l
Technology, University of
Mumbai, Matunga, Mumbai,
• Horticulture College, PKV,

Unit 2
(5’x3’x2’)
Useful for
One Family
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Akola, Shivaji Agriculture
College, Amaravati etc.
Agriculture Dept. of Govt.
of Maharashtra,
Goodyear South Asia Tyers
Pt. Ltd.
Hindusthan L e ver Ltd.
(Research Center), Andheri,
Mumbai.
Thousand of House Hold
Users for disposal their
Biodegradable Waste

The brief description of
various types of waste we are
going to handle and treat is as
follows.
1. Food and Vegetable waste.
2. Canteen waste.
3. Garden waste.
4. Nirmalya from temples and
festivals.
5. Biodegradable Municipal
solid waste.
6. Pulp after extraction of fruits
and herbal plants.
Working of vermicomposting
system as follows:
Composting is the technique
of biodegradation of organic
waste into high quality natural
fertilizer. The place selected for

Unit 5
(20’x5’x2’)
Useful for
50 Families
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the vermicomposting system
should be leveled and rainwater
should not accumulate there
even during the rainy season.
We have to charge the organic
waste and sprinkle daily given
composting culture on a regular
basis. A decreasing level of wet
waste in system is an indication
that the system is working. After
pre-composting, earthworms
produces vermicompost from
pre-compost waste. The final
vermicompost looks like tea
powder.
Operation of
Vermicomposting System:
• Dry and wet waste should
be collected and stored
separately. Dry waste will
go for recycling and wet
for vermicomposting.
To get the better results
of vermicomposting
s egregation of waste is
compulsory.
• The vermicomposting
system will be used and all

•

•

•

•

•

the biodegradable wet waste
will be treated in the system.
De-composting culture will
be mixed with water and then
will be sprinkled over the wet
waste.
O n c e t h e f i r s t p a r t of
vermicomposting system
gets completely filled, the
second part will be used for
vermicomposting and first
part will be also undergo
further treatment by spraying
it with more composting
culture.
By the time second part
gets completely filled, the
material in the second part
will be completely converted
into vermicompost.
Empty the first part, separate
the earthworms from
vermicompost by sieving and
use the vermicompost in the
garden as manure. Replace
the earthworms, back into
vermicompost system.
Repeat the same process to
continue vermicomposting

19

further.
The advantages of
vermicomposting are as
follows:
• An ultimate solution for
organic waste disposal.
• Neat and clean procedure
no odor and stink.
• Easy handling and simple
procedure.
• Avoids d e g rad at ion of
environment.
• Totally eco-friendly process
and project.
• Support to the green cover
in the city.
• Upgradation of the natural
resources by completing the
cycle of nature.
• Distribution of the organic
manure to residences.
• Meeting the requirements
of various Government
authorities and EMS of ISO
14001.
• Sets a unique example for
others in area.
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1000 KG PER DAY FOOD WASTE
BASED BIOGAS PLANT

PROPOSED TREATMENT
SCHEME
Salient Features
1. Food Waste 			
: 1000 Kg/day
2. Biogas Produced		
: Approx. 70 m3 per day
: Equivalent to approx 32 kg/
day of LPG
3. Area Required		
: Approx. 75 sq m
4. Water Required		
:Approx. 1000 lit/day
Note: Biogas produced is
directly proportional to the
inlet parameters and quantity
of feed.
TREATMENT PROCESS
1. The segregated food waste
will be first sorted and then
shredded into small pieces
using the crusher along with
water.
2. Crushing system will be with
enclosure to prevent direct
contact of operator.
3. It will then be collected into
the Slurry Preparation Tank.
4. This slurry will be pumped
into the anaerobic bio-digester

where bio-degradation will
take place.
5. The overflow of the digester
will be partly recycled back
into the bio-digester and the
rest will be sent to drain or
suitable secondary treatment
in STP or directly to the drain.
6. The bio-digester is provided
with a scum breaking
mechanism to arrest any
formation of scum along the
digester wall.
7. The biogas produced in the
bio-digester will be stored in
a specially designed ‘Biogas
Balloon.’
8. It will be further pressurized
for continuous supply of
biogas for use at desired
pressure.
9. The stored biogas can be used
for cooking purposes.
10. Sludge generated in the biodigester will be removed
periodically, then dried
with the help of a sludge
dewatering system.
11. After drying, the sludge can
be used as high grade manure
for gardening & farming.
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OUR SCOPE OF WORK
1. Design & Engineering
2. Me c h an i c a l E qu ipm e nt
Supply as per design
3. Gas utilization system
4. Piping (up to 10m)
5. Electrical & Instrumentation
6. Installation, Erection &
Commissioning
7. Civil work as mentioned in
design
We can install Biogas plants of
capacity 100 kg to 5 ton waste per
day. Electricity can be generated
by biogas.

www.icesn.com

AUTOMATIC COMPOSTING MACHINE
The automatic composting
machine is a fully automatic
machine which uses special
microorganisms to break down
and decompose all kinds of
organic waste into compost
within 24 hrs. with a volume
reduction of 85-90%
The entire process is natural
and biological. Our special
microorganisms thrive in high
temperature and even in high
acidic or salty conditions. The
Compost Machine has U-shaped
composting tank with a humidity
sensor, heater, mixing blades and
an exhaust system.
When organic waste is added
to the compost machine, moisture
is sensed by the humidity sensor,
due to which heater turns on
and the composting tank gets
heated. Due to this, the water
content in the organic waste gets
evaporated and it goes out to
the atmosphere as water vapor
through the exhaust system.
As any organic (food) waste
contains 70-80% water content,
we achieve 70-80% volume
reduction at this stage itself.
At the same time our special
microorganisms decompose
the remaining organic waste
into compost within 24 hours.
That’s how we achieve 85-90%
volume reduction. The process
is completely noiseless as there is
no crushing or grinding involved.
The blades are just for evenly
mixing the waste.
PROCESSES ANY FOOD
• Just put any food waste like
curry, roti, bread, eggs-shell,
chicken bones, fruits, fish, etc.
Into the decomposer just as
you would throw a paper in a
dustbin & forget about it.
• It converts into compost

Model No

Waste Pro-05 B

Waste Treatment Volume

80kg

automatically in 6-8 hours.
• Noiseless, odorless, automatic
operation.
• All your wet garbage is taken
care without any hassles. BD
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Xebec is a global provider of clean energy solutions, providing product and
technology for gas generation, purification, separation, filtration and
renewable energy. We design, build and service pressure swing adsorption
and membrane systems – from single units through multi-unit systems to
complete gas processing plants for hydrogen, helium, oxygen, nitrogen,
biogas, field and associated gas, including medical gases. In business for over
50 years, we attribute our success to being innovative problem solvers. We
think SMART – Sustainable, Marketable, Affordable, Relevant, Timely.

Xebec’s Biogas Upgrading BGX™ product series
provides fully packaged, reliable solutions for
biogas purification to pure methane, including
a pre-treatment unit followed by a CO2/N2/O2
removal step performed by a kinetic pressure
swing adsorption (kPSA) machine, two-stage
membrane system or a hybrid system.

Choose the Xebec Advantage:
• Extensive experience with biogas pre-treatment: Xebec systems remove a majority of contaminants such as H2S,
water, VOCs, siloxanes, ammonia, etc.
• Quick start/stop: Short interval stop/starts ensure high flexibility, ideal for operation of a methane filling station on
site.
• Easy monitoring and control: Xebec offers remote monitoring via internet/satellite.
• Proven performance and reliability: 96% unit availability.
• Low consumable consumption: No additional materials such as water or sorbents are required, eliminating
environmental emissions.
• Extensive experience with gas upgrading plants:
Xebec has built 250 kPSA units and 25 biogas upgrading plants worldwide including all types of biogas, landfill gas,
food digester gas, organic farm waste gas, palm oil mill effluent (POME) gas, mixed waste gas, wastewater treatment
plant gas.
• Full aftermarket support: Xebec’s dedicated After-market Department offers service and parts support in all its
operating markets.
• Financing through EDC: Product financing for equipment purchased from Xebec.
(for qualified buyers)
• Competitive price: Xebec offers nine (9) standard systems at different flow rates, and four (4) standard “micro-BGX”
systems for small scale upgrading farm applications.

CNG Production from
farms to CNG vehicles
*Courtesy of the Canadian
Biogas Association

Example of Xebec’s nine-bed kPSA

www.xebecin.com | www.biremegroup.com
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CHARACTERISTICS OF
MICROBES FOR PRODUCTION
OF BIOGAS FROM POME
A Study by Muhammad Kismurtono

T

he increased
consumption of
energy all over the
world has led to a
drastic increase in the rates of all
carbon based fuels. In addition
to this, carbon based fuels have a
finite source that will not be able
to meet the increasing fuel needs
in the world. And with fossil fuels
emitting excessive carbon dioxide
and other gases, they prove to
increase the incidence of global
warming in the world. So to meet
the energy needs of the world
and to control global warming,
scientists and researchers all over
the world are working at creating

new fuels.
Palm oil mill (POM) in
processing each ton of fresh fruit
bunches (FFB) will produce an
average of 120-200 kg of crude
palm oil (CPO), 230-250 kg of oil
palm empty fruit bunches (EFB),
130-150 kg fiber, shell 60-65 kg,
55-60 kg of kernels, and 0.7 m3 of
wastewater. If Indonesia managed
to become a major producer of
CPO world, by producing 18
million tons of CPO per year as
targeted, it will produce palm
oil liquid waste (LCPMKS in
Indonesian) or palm oil mill
effluent (POME) of >50 million
tonnes per year. POME is a
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source of potential contaminants
that could seriously impact the
environment, so the plant is
required to handle this waste
through increased processing
technology (end of pipe).
Organic material in the
process of anaerobic fermentation
overhauled by the activity of
microorganisms into biogas.
Biogas production with POME
mater i a ls prov ide var ious
advantages among which are
the reduction of the amount of
organic solids, the amount of
unwanted microbial spoilage,
and toxicity in the effluent.
Anaerobic fermentation
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Parameter

Value range

Average

pH (International Unit)

4,4-4,5

4,4

Temperature (oC)

50-65

57

BOD (g/L)W

33,50-39,60

36,55

COD (g/L)

50,50-73,60

62,05

Total Solids (g/L)

36,50-55,40

93,9

Suspended Solids (g/L)

27,10-45,9

36,50

Oil and crude fat (g/L)

29,00-29,50

29,30

Nitrogen Total (g/L)

27,00-28,70

27,70

Quality
standards*)
6-9
0,11
0,25
0,25
0,10
0,03
0,02

Table 1: Characteristics LCPMKS PT. Swastisiddhi Amarga Bioenergi

of organic material is the
reformation process undertaken
by a group of facultative and
obligate anaerobic microbes in a
closed reactor (fixed dome) at a
temperature of 35-55oC. Overhaul
of organic materials are classified
into four stages of the process,
the first fermentative bacteria
hydrolyze polymer compounds
into simpler compounds that are
dissolved. Second, monomers
and oligomers are converted
into acetic acid, H2, CO2, shortchain fatty acids and alcohols;
This stage is also called the
acidogenesis stage. Third, the socalled non-methanogenic phase
which produces acetic acid, CO2
and H2. Fourth, the conversion of
these compounds into methane
by methanogenic bacteria.
The methanogenic
bioconversion process is a
biological process that is strongly
influenced by environmental
factors, especially temperature,
pH, and contamination by toxic
compounds. Overall factors
influencing the reform process of
anaerobic organic matter in the

formation of biogas, including
biotic and abiotic factors.
Biotic factors are microbial
and active bodies, while abiotic
f a c tors i n clu d e a g it at i on ,
temperature, pH, substrate
concentration, water content,
the ratio of C / N and P in the
substrate, and the presence of
toxic materials. The fermentation
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process can be done by several
methods, one of which is the
bulk fermentation system,
which is carried out in a tank
(digestor), and can be tested on
a laboratory scale.
The aim of this study were:
(i) determine the characteristics
of liquid waste palm oil mill PT.
Swastisiddhi Amarga Bioenergi,
Binabaru, Pekanbaru, Riau and
determine the combination
of the type and concentration
of inoculum best, and (ii) the
influence of abiotic factors on
the total production of biogas per
treatment in a bulk system.
The results of the analysis of
the chemical characteristics of
POME from PT. Swastisiddhi
Amarga Bioenergi shows that
the waste is colloidal, thick,
brown or grayish, pH 4.4 to
5.4 and has an average COD
content of 50.5 to 73.6; BOD
33.5 to 39.6; TS 36.5 to 55.4
and from 27.1 to 45.9 g SS / L
(Table 1). Overall parameters
measured above the threshold
quality standards that have
been set MENKLH designation
(1995), making the POME an
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environmental contaminant.
Without efforts to prevent
or manage them effectively
there will be a negative impact
on the environment, such as
foul odor, water pollution,
including contamination of
public water around the plant,
and production of climate
changing greenhouse gas.
The results obtained show the
influence of biotic factors and the
type of inoculum concentration
on the production of biogas
(Figure 1), namely: (i) KTS-10%,
(ii) LKLM I-10%, (iii) LKLM II10%, (iv) LKLM I-20%, (v). LKLM
II-20%, and (vi) control (without
inoculum) is presented in Figure
1A. Biotic factors that affect the
well is inoculum POME PT.
Swastisiddhi Amarga Bioenergi

Treatment

pool II, with a concentration
of 20% (LKLM II-20%) with a
volume of 15 L. Substrate type
and inoculum concentration is
very important for the reduction
of organic matter and biogas
production rate, because the
process of biofermentation of
POME, microbial bodies whose
role is to grow in the substrate.
Research states that the inoculum
is more than 12.5% (w / v) with
a volume of 2 L substrate in
laboratory scale did not show an
increase in biogas production.
While the results of this study
reveal inoculum LKLM II-20%
(w / v) with the substrate 15 L,
obtained biogas production that
was the best compared to all the
other concentrations.
The type and concentration
Biogas
Production (L)

Substrate LCPMKS
Type of substrate + inoculum

Biotic

Abiotic 1

Cow dung 10%

64,5

LCPMKS pool I-10%

36,5

LCPMKS pool II-10%

55

LCPMKS pool I-20%

28

LCPMKS pool II-20%

121

Control
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Addition of neutralizing agent
pH
NaOH

34

Ca(OH)2

55

pH substrate (early)
Abiotic 2

Abiotic 3

pH 4,4

15,0

pH 5,5

20,5

pH 7

55,0

Agitation

55

Without agitation

6

Abiotic 4

0

Substrate temperature
30 C

55
Increase temperature 400C

68, 5
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of inoculum was instrumental
in the reform process and the
production of biogas. Anaerobic
decomposition is the process of
microbial growth and energy use
by overhauling the organic matter
in anaerobic environments to
produce methane.
Influence of biotic and abiotic
factors of the total production
of biogas
The influence of abiotic and
biotic factors of the total biogas
production together with the
factors that affect the rate of
biogas production, the type
and concentration of inoculum
(Table 2). In this case the best
condition resulting from an II
with inoculum concentration
of 20% (LKLM II-20%), where
the total production of biogas
for 12 weeks at 121 L. Abiotic
factors of Ca(OH)2 can increase
the total production of biogas, as
well as a neutral pH (7), agitation
and increased temperature. The
treatment increased the total
production of biogas, for 12
weeks by 55 L, while the increase
in temperature of 68.5oC. So, kind
and inoculum concentration
affects the production of biogas.
Substrates with a neutral pH
can accelerate the decay, so that
for methanogenic bacteria, it is
easy to revamp the substrate to
form biogas, thus increasing the
production of biogas.
Agitation can increase the
total production of biogas,
since the agitation conditions
make a homogeneous substrate
and inoculum contact with
the substrate becomes more
intensive, so it works for more
optimum inoculum. Inoculum
homogeneous and uniform
contact with the substrate can
cause microbes to work with
greater efficiency. BD
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370 m3 gas to grid plant near Oxford, UK

EnviThan – Biogas upgrading
from the professionals
+ Upgrading of biogas to biomethane
+ Simple, modular technology
+ Integration within new build or existing AD facilities
+ More energy efficient and environmentally friendly
than other upgrading technologies

Planning Construction Start-up Operation Service

www.envitec-biogas.com
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BIOMETHANE
- AN APPROACH TO
ECONOMIC SUCCESS AND
SUSTAINABLE ENERGY

T

he green energ y
market is booming
worldwide and interest
in alternative energy
resources is growing rapidly.
Southeast Asia in particular is one
of the largest growing markets
for renewable energy. Recently,
Thailand finalized a government
support program for renewable
energy, with Malaysia and Indonesia

having done the same. There are
interesting arrangements for BioCNG (compressed natural gas)
under development. The Germanbased company EnviTec Biogas AG
is currently analysing its prospects
in these markets and working on
waste-to-energy projects from
palm oil mills, especially those with
good Biomass potential.
A new law regulates the
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Malaysian palm oil industry,
stipulating that all palm oil mills
(approx. 430 in Malaysia) must
have methane capture facilities
by the year 2020. Mills without a
solution by 2020 may lose their
license. One solution is to cover
the existing lagoons with a gas
holder and burn the biogas, but
clearly this solution will only
represent an extra expense to keep
the license. The real utilization
of the biogas is very interesting
from an economic point of view.
In addition to its efficient biogas
technology in combination with
CHP engines (combined heat and
power), EnviTec provides another
economic and simple solution:
EnviThan, an environmentally
friendly gas treatment technology
through which biogas is upgraded
to natural gas quality (Bio-CNG).
This gas-upgrading process
developed by EnviTec Biogas
with the cooperation of Evonik
Industries boasts high efficiency,
which uses membrane technology.
By utilizing highly selective
polymer membranes, the methane
content can be increased up to
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98% by volume. This
innovative technology
exploits the different
sizes of gas molecules:
since carbon dioxide
molecules are smaller
than methane
molecules, they can
migrate through the
membrane much
more quickly. As a
result, the methane
remains on the highpressure side, while
the CO2 molecules
in the biogas pass
through. This gas
tre atment needs
neither chemicals,
nor water, nor any
other resources. The uses of
biomethane are just as diverse
as those of natural gas: it can be
used in households or as a carbonneutral fuel. If necessary, it can
also be converted into electricity
and heat. Furthermore, it can
be deployed in a decentralised
manner. The utilisation of the gas
does not depend on where it was
fed in, as biomethane can easily
be fed into an existing natural
gas grid. The grid represents an
uncomplicated and ideal storage
facility that far outstrips other
energy-storage concepts. This
means that biomethane can be used
in a temporally flexible manner.
The associated base load capacity
promotes stabilisation.
Organic wastes, e.g. from palm
oil mills, have high energy content.
Furthermore, oil palm provides
the highest yielding oilseed in
the world, nearly 35 times higher
than corn. Palm fruits contain two
separate types of oil: palm oil and
palm kernel oil. Since Malaysia
is one of the world’s largest palm
oil producers, the potential for
green energy is enormous. About
5 million ha of land is planted
with palm oil trees, and more than

570,000 people are directly involved
in the palm oil industry, which is
nearly 5% of Malaysia’s working
population. The country exported
nearly RM 66.1 billion of palm oil
products in 2014. Despite concerns
about converting land into oil palm
plantations, 63% of Malaysia is
covered by some of the oldest rain
forest in the world. Aquakimia,
a Malaysia-based engineering
contractor and local partner of
EnviTec Biogas, estimates that
more than 1,100 palm oil mills
are located in Southeast Asia as
a whole, and, for the first time,
Indonesia is producing more palm
oil than Malaysia this year with
more than 600 palm oil mills.
Most of the mills in Southeast
Asia operate between 45 MT/h –
90 MT/h of fresh fruit bunches
(FFBs). Generally speaking, most
mills are designed to operate at
60 MT FFB per hour and process
about 25,000 MT per month
or about 300,000 MT per year.
Malaysia produces more than 100
million MT FFBs in 2014.
These mills are usually
independent, with their own power
generation facilities, for which the
pressed fibres of the palm fruits
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(mesocarp fibres) and some of
the shell from the palm kernel are
typically used in the boiler. Most
new mills have at least a 30 MT/h
steam boiler and install a steam
turbine to generate about 1-1.5
MW of power. The back pressure
from the steam turbine is then used
to sterilise the fresh fruit bunches
before pressing for the crude palm
oil. An average mill generates about
60%-65% of effluent per MT of FFB
processed. For every MT of FFB
processed, the generated biomass
contains 13.5% pressed fibres
(mesocarp fibres containing about
4%-6% by volume of crude palm
oil), 23% EFBs, 5.5% palm kernel
shell and an approximate yield of
58% palm oil mill effluent (POME).
However, there is an additional
5%-10% of steam condensate from
the steriliser which increases the
POME quantities to 60%-65% per
MT of FFB processed. Therefore,
an average mill with a processing
rate of about 1,000 - 1,200 MT per
day would generate about 600-780
m³ of POME.
Using an average of about
1,000 MT FFB processed per
day and POME quantities of
about 650 m³, the other potential
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material which could be used as
feedstock for biogas is approx. 230
MT of EFBs (moisture content:
65%-70%), 135 MT of mesocarp
fibres (moisture content 40%45%) plus the palm leaves.
Aquakimia, EnviTec’s local
partner in Southeast Asia, estimates
that with the present use of the
anaerobic membrane bioreactor
system, a 60 MT/h mill would
generate about 2-2.5 MW of
electricity through biogas. With the
enduring high energy prices and
the worldwide interest in renewable
energy, EFBs offer tremendous
potential with respect to biofuel
feedstock. This development is
being supported by the recent
introduction of a feed-in tariff
that encourages renewable energy
plants to work with the palm
oil industry to reduce its carbon
footprint and to convert waste into
biomass. Malaysia’s palm oil mills
alone could potentially generate in
excess of 2,000 MW of renewable
energy. Together with Indonesia,
this means a total potential of 5,200
MW, assumes Hendrik van der Tol,
General Director Asia Pacific at
EnviTec Biogas AG.
Refining biogas to bio-CNG
fuel: biogas upgrading
The content of raw biogas collected
in lagoons or digesters typically
ranges from 45% to 65% methane,
with carbon dioxide constituting
most of the remainder. Raw biogas
can power electricity generators
or run boilers, but to make vehicle
fuel, the carbon dioxide, water and
any trace gases such as hydrogen
sulfide, oxygen, ammonia, volatile
organic compounds and siloxanes
(depending on the composition of
the waste stream) must be removed
from the biogas. A tried-andtested commercial technology, and
most effectively an EnviThan unit,
removes unwanted compounds
and trace impurities and separates

the carbon dioxide from the
methane. Once purified, the fuel
is no longer referred to as biogas,
but rather “renewable natural gas”
(bio-CNG) or “biomethane”. After
upgrading, bio-CNG is treated
just like fossil natural gas. For use
as vehicle fuel, it is compressed or
liquefied, transported in the same
pipelines or trucks, and dispensed
by the same fueling stations.
With the launch of the world’s
first commercial bio-CNG plant
from palm oil mill effluent biogas in
October of last year, it is anticipated
that more bio-CNG plants will be
constructed and commissioned
in Malaysia by strategic ventures.
Besides supplying the bio-CNG
to factories, Malaysia is also
considering supplying bio-CNG
via trailers to NGVs (natural gas
vehicles) in Malaysia. Currently,
there are around 74,100 NGVs
and 178 NGV refuelling stations
in the country. The current retail
price of CNG for NGVs in Malaysia
is MYR 1.05 per litre equivalent
of petrol and the retail prices of
RON 95 fuel and diesel are MYR
1.85 per litre and MYR 1.60 per
litre, respectively. One MYR is
equivalent to € 0.20. In Indonesia,
the price of industrial diesel is
approximately 11,000 IDR, which
is the equivalent to US$ 0.80 per
litre. Worldwide, the total number
of natural gas vehicles rose to 22.7
million by 2015. With 6.8 million
NGVs, the Asia-Pacific region leads
the world.
However, in-depth technical
expertise is a must for the selection,
design and development of bioCNG projects. Such expertise
can be brought in by a strong
consulting and engineering
firm such as EnviTec. EnviTec
provides services to companies,
wastewater treatment plants and
project partners for farm-based
or other digesters.
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The most profitable projects to
date: closed-loop projects
Waste handling costs can be
significantly reduced by using
POME and waste as feedstock as an
independent fuel source for trucks
and other applications. As stressed
by Energy Vision in its 2013 report
“ TURNING WASTE INTO
VEHICLE FUEL”, this “closed
loop” system is ideal for managing
waste (http://energy-vision.org/
resources/ev-publications/). A
bio-CNG-fueled truck delivers
fresh fruit bunches to a mill, where
it then refuels using bio-CNG
produced at the same site. This
would help to reduce the carbon
footprint for the Palm Oil Industry.
The Financial Benefits of
Closed-Loop Fuel Projects
A project’s financial benefits of
course depend on the ability
to use and/or sell bio-CNG for
significantly less than the retail
price of traditional petroleumbased fuels. The current average
diesel price in Malaysia is US$
0.36. However, this price is
heavily subsidised. As indicated
above, the price in Indonesia for
diesel fuel ranges from US$ 0.75
to 0.80. On the more than 14,000
islands of Indonesia, the price
for diesel is more expensive, and
reaching in excess of US$ 1.00/L
in some locations.
The cost price without
depreciation is US$ 0.17 per m³
of biomethane (product gas).
Including depreciation, the figure
rises to US$ 0.43.
The full payback period of
a palm oil project using EFB +
POME in Indonesia is 3-4 years.
In Malaysia, this period would be
comparatively longer. BD
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GAS MEASURING
TECHNOLOGY IN
BIOGAS PLANTS
The liberalized gas market is opening up new marketing
opportunities for biogas plant operators by allowing free access to
gas networks. The resulting requirements for quality assurance of
the biogas can be met reliably and economically through special gas
measuring technology.

B

iogas plants are
often not, or net yet,
perceived for what
t he y re a l ly are –
namely, an important factor in
the effort to achieve a secure
and increasingly renewable
energy supply. The 8000 plants
in Germany today represent
an electrical capacity of almost
4000 MW, which corresponds
to the capacity of several nuclear
power plants. You can’t tell by
looking at these compact plants,

which are often integrated in the
landscape, that a technologically
sophisticated and economically
important process is running
there day after day.
Liberalized gas market
provides opportunities
The importance of biogas plants
has further increased since the
“Internal energy market in the
European Union” was regulated
by Directive 98/30/EC and later
by Directive 2003/55/EC. These
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rules apply to the gas market,
which is understood to include
natural gas, liquefied natural
gas (LNG), biogas, and gas from
biomass. The Directive expressly
provides for the right of free
access to natural gas networks
and LNG plants by third parties
(“liberalization of the gas
market”). Accordingly, the EU
member states must ensure that
suppliers of gas from biomass
and other gas types, taking
into account quality and safety
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requirements, can freely access
existing natural gas networks for
feed-in of their products.
Some German biogas plant
operators have already taken this
path. Others will follow in view
of the now unhindered network
access. All will be obligated to
control their plants in such a way
that the biogas, or biomethane
end product derived from it,
meets the specification of the
respective system operator prior
to feed-in. This calls for the use
of measuring technology to
determine the gas composition
and other gas parameters at
various points of the plant.

the right process conditions:
temperature and pressure, raw
material feed, gas composition,
fraction of contaminants and
inhibitors, and much more.
“Everything has to be right”
– that is is the responsibility
of the measuring technology,
which keeps the whole process
under cont rol and sig na ls
automatically if anything gets
out of control. This enables
prompt counter measures to be
taken and protects the operator
from high financial losses,
where applicable.

Gas measuring technology
assures process flow and gas
quality
B ehind the often simple
appearance of a biogas plant
is a s ophist ic ate d pro cess
technology that produces highquality combustion gases from
manure, waste materials, and/or
plant material. This multi-stage,
time-consuming conversion
process (fermentation with
hydrolysis and methanation)
runs largely automatically, given

to have different views of the
i mp or t an c e of m e a s u r i ng
technology in biogas plants.
Some take the use of modern
measuring technology for granted
(as is the case throughout the
process industry) when it relates
to safety, quality, and economic
operation of a production
process. Others view measuring
technology as complicated and
expensive and unnecessary in
many cases. The truth is that
correctly dimensioned and

Powerful and affordable
Users have had and continue
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operated measuring technology
works reliably, assures the process
and the product quality, prevents
bad batches, and is, above all,
affordable, as shown by the
devices of Union Instruments,
for example.
This 90 year old German
company has concentrated from
the outset on development and
production of measuring devices
for the gas market with special
emphasis on the mine gas market
in the steel and glass industries
and, for over 10 years, on the
biogas market. The modular
CWD (continuously measuring
combustion calorimeters) and
INCA (extremely flexible gas

analyzers) device series have a
robust design suitable for use
in harsh environments and can
be adapted to the particular
application. Technological
highlights include the continuous
direct measurement of the Wobbe
index, a patented measuring
technology for analyzing the
H2S concentration, and the
miniaturization of gas detectors
with calibration stored directly
on the detector unit.
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Everything from one source
There is a need for reliable and
cost-effective monitoring of the
composition, energy content, and
volume of biogas and biomethane
at various points in a biogas plant,
including at the fermenters, flare,
gas purifier, and gas engine and
where the biogas is processed
into biomethane and fed into
a gas system. That is familiar
terrain for Union Instruments.
The highly reliable, moderately
priced devices of the INCA
and CWD series configured
for the specific application
have proven very effective here.
With the two devices, Union
Instruments covers all gas analysis
requirements of a modern biogas
plant. Sample stream switchover
enables one device to monitor
multiple measuring points. The
“everything from one source”
concept also includes the supply
of occasionally needed gas
volume measuring technology
and a recently introduced service
offer that provides periodic
services at attractive prices, thus
further increasing the operational
reliability of the plant.
Conclusion
The liberalized gas market
is providing new marketing
opportunities for biogas plant
operators. Linked to that is the
increasing importance of suitable
gas measuring technolog y.
Powerful, easy to handle, and
reasonably-priced devices are
available for this. BD

COMPETENCE
IN GAS
MONITORING

We Measure Gas
In Different Applications
UNION Instruments is one of the most successful suppliers of gas analysis technology in the
biogas industry with many units in use in the
worldwide market.
Applications

 Biogas
 Natural gas

 Sewage gas
 LNG

The main application for UNION analyzer technology is the generation and processing and upgrading of biogas.
UNION analyzers provide a solution to the diverse tasks in measurement in a biogas plant
thanks to its flexible design, usually just with one
device.
INCA measures

 Methan (CH4)
 Hydrogen (H2)
 Carbon Dioxide (CO2)  Oxygen (O2)
 Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S)
CWD measures

 Wobbe Index
 Calorific Value

 Specific Density
 Heating Value

www.union-instruments.com
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UNION Instruments GmbH  Zeppelinstraße 42, 76185 Karlsruhe, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 721-68 038 10  Fax: +49 (0) 721-95 243 33
E-Mail: info@union-instruments.com

Biotec manages organic matter and in particular the by-product of tropical agro-industries.
Our objective is to protect the environment while generating renewable energy (biogas) and
ensuring sustainable agricultural practices.
We implement projects and operate plants to achieve the hightest level of satisfaction of our
customers.
Biotec International Asia Sdn Bhd (807700-A)

C-10-2, Block C, Setia Walk, Persiaran Wawasan, Pusat Bandar Puchong
47100, Puchong, Selangor, Malaysia
T: +603-5879 1410
F:+603-5891 0461 E: malaysia@bio-tec.net

Construction

All under
one roof

Xergi
a leading supplier of turnkey biogas plants with 30 years of
experience in the biogas industry
offers industry leading biogas plants with superior performance
specializes in large-scale plants with any mix of feedstock
present in Europe, Asia, USA and Africa

An Xergi plant has the customer's return on
investment at heart, with focus on
high performance
low maintenance costs
low operational costs
high versatility in feedstock

www.xergi.com
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BIOMETHANE IN
EUROPE, DEVELOPMENT
AND STATUS QUO
INTRODUCTION TO
BIOMETHANE IN
EUROPE

T

he upgrading of biogas
to biomethane quality
on a commercial level
started more than
10 years ago (first projects were
established in the 20th century).
In this article the product of
anaerobic digestion, consisting
mainly of methane and carbon
dioxide as well as some trace
gases - is referred to as biogas.
Biogas which has been upgraded
to the quality of natural gas,
principally by the removal of

CO2, is known as biomethane,
and can be used as a direct
substitute for natural gas, for
example in combined heat and
power plants (CHPs), for direct
heat and as a transportation fuel.
Furthermore, if biomethane is
injected into the natural gas grid,
it can be stored and transported
to locations where its use is the
most efficient.
In Europe biomethane is
usually more expensive than
natural gas. However, there
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are several reasons for governments to support biomethane:
replacement of fossil fuels,
thus reducing the emissions
of greenhouse gases and the
dep endenc y on fossil fuel
imports, the creation of new
businesses and jobs, reducing
methane emissions from storage
of organic waste and production
of fertilizer as a byproduct of
biogas production. The support
mechanisms differ substantially
throughout Europe hence, the
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level of biomethane production is
very different between countries
and is even different in its
applications.
In this article the recent
developments of biomethane
pro duc t ion in Europ e are
documented to give the reader
an overview of the actual status
of this technology.
Biogas, recent development
The year 2014 was a very successful
one for the biogas industry in
Europe. A total of
2,688 new plants
were commissioned
during this year,
a total increas e
of 18.3% in
comparison to a
modest 5.5% in the
previous year (these
statistics include
agricultural and
industrial biogas
plants as well as
landfill and sewage
gas installations).
To t a l i n s t a l l e d
electrical capacity
continued
to
expand.

In 2 0 1 4 , a l m o s t e v e r y
biomethane-producing
country showed an increase
in installed capacity. This
indicates that biomethane is
gaining importance, although
its full potential is often limited
by the absence of national
legislation. In the same year
however, the UK finally began to
realize its growth potential and
outperformed most countries in
Europe in the commissioning of
new biomethane to grid plants.
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The Nordic countries,
famous for their biomethane production,
a l s o c o nt i nu e d t o
p r o g r e s s s t r o n g l y,
despite a very limited
pipeline infrastructure
for gas.
Sewage sludge
constitutes the main
feedstock in Finland
and Sweden, making
up to 75% and
7 2 % , r e s p e c t i v e l y.
Biomethane is also
gaining credibility in
France: the market there
is developing steadily,
with eight units running
in 2014 and another 10
were foreseen for 2015. Their
upgrading capacity is expected
to double from 1,255 Nm³/h to
2,490 Nm³/h. Although Italy has
a large number of biogas plants,
biomethane production is lagging
behind, with only 5 projects and
a low upgrading capacity of only
500 Nm3/h. The biogas leader in
Europe - Germany, which was
commissioning around 40 new
units each year until 2013, saw
a reduction in growth in 2014
due to the Re-newable Energy
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Act (EEG) and only 24 new units
were built over the course of that
year. Further reductions in the
numbers of new plants can be
expected in the upcoming years.
At the end of 2014, the total
production of biomethane in
Europe amounted up to 12
TWh, most of it used in CHP
applications. Slightly more
biomethane ended up in the
transport sector in 2014 than
in 2013 – 11.75% compared
to 10% in 2013. Sweden used
78% of its biomethane in the
transport sector and Finland
and Switzerland 43% and 33%,
respectively. Germany used
only a 3% share of biomethane
in transportation.
One of the principal
impediments restricting the
development of biomethane
is the lack of a Europeanwide trade network; in other
words, the lack of an EU-wide
registering and mass-balancing
system. Cross-border trade
of biomethane is currently
very limited and of a local,
sporadic character, such as
the existing trade between
Swit-zerland and Germany
with 110 GWh of biomethane
exported to Switzerland from
Germany in 2014. In most cases
international biomethane trade
is done through physical road

transport rather than using the
natural gas pipeline network.
The reason for this is that the
“green value” of biomethane,
its sustainability certificate, is
usually related to the physical
material (e.g. biomethane). It
would be much more efficient
to transport biomethane in
the gas grid and to trade the
“g re en va lue” as a v ir tu a l
certificate. Furthermore, there
is a discrepancy between supply
and demand in each of the
various European countries,
which could be addressed by
developing an European-wide
cross-border trading system
for biomethane, in a similar
way to the cross-border trading
system for renewable electricity.
Work to address this issue was
initially carried out as part of
“IEE Green Gas Grids project”
and is now being continued in
the “BIOSURF” project with
the active participation of the
German Biogas Association,
the European Biogas
Association and its members.
One of the main objectives
of the BIOSURF project is to
develop a common European
biomethane market through the
existing natural gas distribution
system by establishing a virtual
biomethane grid.
The import and export of
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biomethane will continue to
be restricted as long as there
is no international agreement
for the Guarantees of Origin
certification systems. Issuing
bodies on both sides of the
border may cooperate to achieve
s u f f i c i e nt h ar m on i z at i on .
Preparatory steps were taken
by the national biomethane
registries of Germany, Denmark,
Austria, Switzerland, France and
the UK during the Green Gas
Grids project. However, these
countries continue to apply strict
mass balancing systems, which
preclude the separate trade of the
physical gas and the Guarantees
of Origin when the gas passes
a boundary between balancing
zones. To resolve this problem,
the European Biogas Association
strongly suggests that the
European gas grid be considered
as one balancing zone. Whilst
the full acceptance of this idea is
likely to be an issue for the long
term, there are still opportunities
to remove other restrictions on
international trade based on rules
in national subsidy schemes for
the production of the gas.
Upgrading technologies
There are several upgrading
technologies and processes
available on the market. The
most widely used method in
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Photo: The first visit of Gaurav Kedia, chairman of the IBA to the headquarters of Fachverband Biogas in Freising

the European Union is water
scrubbing, followed by chemical
absorption. The choice of the
best method depends on the
local circumstances, like volume
rate of biogas production,
raw and product gas quality,
f lexibility, availability and
demand for heat and several
other influencing factors.
Promotion of Biogas
Associations
The development of biomethane
production in Europe was only
possible with Governmental
support, private initiatives and
strong trade associations to
promote biogas. In particular the
German and European Biogas
associations played a crucial
role in providing networks and
information for stakeholders
and lobbying for supporting
regulations (e.g. Feed-in-Tariffs
for electricity). To connect
European experiences with the
promising market devel-opments
in Asia, to learn from each other
and to promote biogas and
biomethane development in Asia,
a new collaboration between
the Indian and German biogas

associations was created.
The German Biogas
Association (Fachverband Biogas
e.V.) and the Indian Biogas
Association have announced
a three-year project to foster
development of the biogas
industry in India. The initial
project, with an option for an
additional three years, is funded
by the German Ministry for
Economic Cooperation and
D e v e l o p m e nt ( B M Z ) a n d
operated by sequa GmbH.
Fachverband Biogas e.V. is
Europe’s largest advocate for the
biogas sector. The nearly 4,800
members include operators,
manufacturers and planners of
biogas plants and representatives
from science and research. The
German Biogas Association is
aware of the importance of strong
national biogas associations
and is willing to share their
knowledge and give support to
biogas associations throughout
the world.
“Fachverband Biogas was
started nearly 25 years ago. We
are pleased that we can share our
experience with the IBA,” says Dr.
Claudius da Costa Gomez, Chief
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Executive Officer of Fachverband
Biogas e.V. “We want the IBA
to be financed by member
contributions so it can develop
the biogas industry and provide
the country with the climate,
energ y and environmental
benefits that biogas can offer.”
“IBA is pleased that we can
collaborate with the German
Biogas Association in order
to absorb its experience along
with the technical know-how
transfer,” says Gaurav Kedia,
chief executive officer of the
IBA. “Harnessing biogas from
multi-feedstocks can definitely
provide an ecological balance
along with the environmental
sustaina-bility, which is already a
proven story in Germany.”
The objective of the
partnership is to improve the
framework for the development
of the biogas industry in India and
to build a sustainable memberbased association structure so
the IBA can be independently
financed and promote Biogas in
India successfully. BD
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PALMEX THAILAND 2016 is the
only specialized Palm Oil event
in Thailand that brings together
an intermational congregation
of both upstream and downstream
palm oil companies and also its
supporting industries gathered
in the major palm oil producing
city of Surattani, Thailand to
showcase the latest developments
in the palm oil industry.
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CBG FOR SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT;
A SMALL BEGINNING TOWARDS
THAILAND’S AMBITIOUS PLAN

Case Study: “Chiang Mai University CBG Shuttle Bus”

I

n 2015, there were
few significant
transformations
in Thailand in the
renewable energy sector. The
National Power Development
Plan (PDP) has been revised
to coincide with all related plan
and policy laying visionary
targets towards the year 2036
(PDP 2015). In parallel with
PDP 2015, the Alternative
Energ y Development Plant
(AEDP 2015 – 2036) is also
revised as designated in Figure
1 (source: DEDE). In AEDP
2015, targets on biogas as
electricity generations are 600
MW from waste / waste water,
680 MW for energ y crops,
significantly decreased from
AEDP 2012 – 2021 targeted
3,600 MW combined. While
t he t arge t s for el e c t r i c it y
generation has been readjusted
to reflect the PDP and more or
less the transmission capability,

Figure 1 Thailand Alternative Energy Development Plan 2015-2036 (Source: DEDE)

the target for Compressed Biomethane Gas (CBG) is greatly
increased to an ambitious 4,800
ton per day (tpd) compared
with 1,200 tpd designated in
AEDP 2012 – 2021.
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The main reasons behind
the encouraging CBG targets
are clearly based on two factors:
t he conf idence in Natural
Gas for Vehicles (NGV or
C ompre s s e d Natu r a l G a s ;
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Figure 2 Thailand Natural Gas Network, Natural Gas for Vehicles Station Distribution compared with Biogas Sites from Industrial
Waste and Livestock Waste Currently Utilized as Renewable Electricity (Soruce: Ministry of Energy, PTT and ERDI)

CNG) current infrastructure
and the opportunity to
o bt ai n d i s t r i but e d bi o g a s
generation at distance from the
exisiting natural gas network.
Figure 2 demonstrates the
current situation of natural
gas for vehicle distribution
and limitation. In Figure 2
(A), the current natural gas
transmission network is shown
as it is clear that Thailand
only possesses the main
transmission from Myanmar
from the west border through
the central area in Bangkok
which connects with the east
network, delivering the product
from the gulf of Thailand.
The network can mostly serve
industrial dense areas around
Bangkok and along the eastern
seaboard including natural gas
power plants serving electricity
demand for the capital city. As
NGVs have been promoted
in Thailand for more than 10
years, the number of stations
has been continuously growing
and have now exceeded 500
stations which are currently
ser ving 8,000 – 9,000 tons
of CNG p er day. Even s o,

the map in Fig. 2 (B) clearly
shows a dense distribution
around the natural gas network
area while it is obligated to
ser ve natural gas powered
vehicles around the countries.
Compared with Fig 2 (C) and
(D) w here existing biogas
systems both from industrial
waste and livestock waste are
distributed nationwide showing
potential in supplying raw gas
for biomethane substitution
for NGVs.
Nonetheless, there are still
many barriers to overcome to
pursue the proposed target
such as comparatively low price
of CNG, the regulation for
bio-methane grid injection. In
addition, the global oil prices
has continuously dropped to a
record low in the recent times, an
attempt to promote renewable
energy on a commercial scale is
relatively more difficult unless
there are also environmental
and social concerns involved.
In 2015 - 2016, the promotion
schemes on commercial
scale CBG utilization from
t he T hai gove r n me nt w i l l
understandably be light on
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commercial scale but focused
more on preparations according
to the proposed AEDP.
Demonstration Project:
CMU CBG Shuttle Bus
S o a s t o d e m ons t r at e t h e
possibility of utilizing CBG
for transportation in a regular
semi-commercial scale basis,
in November 2015, Chiang
Mai University (CMU) became
the first university in Thailand
to utilize Compressed Biomethane Gas (CBG) in the
universit y’s shutt le bus es.
The technical aspects of
the upgrading system
are contributed by Energ y
Research and Development
Institute-Nakornping, Chiang
Mai Un i ve r s it y ( E R DI CMU). The bio-methane
upgrading system relies on
water scrubbing technique
with maximum capacity of 40
m3 of bio-methane per hour.
Biogas supply is produced
from waste collected from
CMU demonstration farms and
organic waste collected from
the campus. The pilot systems
were initially funded by the
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Figure 3. ERDI-CMU water scrubbing bio-methane upgrading system, initially a research facility, re-engineered to meet safety and
commercial standard for steady operation with graphic interface.

Figure 4. The “Green and Clean CMU” CBG Shuttle Bus. H.E. General Anantaporn Kanjanarat, Minister of Energy gave the honor of
filling the first tank of CBG to the CMU Shuttle Bus (Nov. 18th, 2015)

Thailand Ministry of Energy
through previous research
funding in 2012. CMU then
granted further funding to
upgrade the system in 2015 on
engineering safety and system
automation after the initial
system ser ved its research
purposes. Some pictures of the
bio-methane system including
the monitoring graphic
are shown in Figure 3. The
produced CBG is continuously
monitored and controlled for
specific quality to conform

with the Thailand NGV fuel
standard issued by Department
of Energ y Business for all
natural gas vehicles operated
in Thailand.
The shuttle buses are
25-seater dedicated natural
gas vehicles. Each bus would be
able to carry 84,500 passengers
per year traveling among CMU
campuses saving more than
20,000 liters of fuel w hen
compared to passengers taking
their own private transport.
In addition to direct savings,
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the project involves methane
capture, each kilometer that
the bus travels will result in
a greenhouse gas emission
reduction of approximately
5.1 kg CO2 equivalent. The
activity is thus a perfect scheme
for the Green and Clean CMU
program and CMU has an
on-going plan to implement
more buses and install a solid
waste management facility for
additional production in 2016.  
BD
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BIOGAS

– AN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE

A

naerobic digestion
is biological
methodology
for degrading
and stabilizing organic,
biodegradable raw materials
using specifically designed
systems in a controlled manner.
It is based on microbial activity
in oxygen-free (anaerobic)
conditions and results in two

basic end-products: energy
rich biogas and nutrient-rich
fertilizer. Anaerobic degradation
of biodegradable materials
resulting in biogas also happens
naturally e.g. in swamps, soils,
sediments and in ruminant
metabolism. Biowatts.org offers
a simulation platform to analyze
the whole scenario.
The encouraging aspects
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of biogas rely on its globally
distributed production and on the
environmental benefits of evading
large scale methane and carbon
dioxide release to the atmosphere
while using bio-methane to
substitute conventional fuels
and supplement other renewable
sources of energy. In recent
times, many companies are
bringing innovation into biogas
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by exploring new and unique feed
options such as rotten potatoes,
vegetable waste, fruit waste,
rotten grains and agricultural
waste. In order to productively
use these unexplored types of
waste, efficient pre-treatment
and advanced in-situ digestion
processes are developed and
are being constantly improved.
Furthermore, new evolution is
transpiring downstream from the
anaerobic digestion process. The
whole concept envisages a proper
and sustainable business idea.
A quantitative analysis by DNA
depicts the following financial
scenario for Biogas business from
animal dung in India.
Biogas in India perceives
mainly a three-tiered hierarchical
approach linking central and
state government with the
private sector to deliver biogas
to rural and solid waste digestion
points. Industries like distilleries,
paper and pulp, and starch have
normally got in-house anaerobic
digesters mainly to reduce the
organic load of their spent wash.
Sewage treatment plants based
on activated sludge also have a
biogas production unit, which

mainly takes care of the captive
power need of the waste water
plant. Many cities like Bangalore
are trying to make it mandatory
to treat organic waste in a
decentralized manner. Several
companies are coming out with
the containerized anaerobic
solution in order to reduce the
site activities and plant footprint.
Municipal corporations are
exhaustively looking for the
possibility to analyze the present
landf ill problem f rom the
anaerobic route.
Recently the German Biogas
Ass o c i at i on ( Fa chve r b and
Biogas e.V.) and the Indian
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Biogas Association have
announced a three-year project
to foster development of the
biogas industry in India. The
initial project, with an option
for an additional three years, is
funded by the German Ministry
for Economic Cooperation
and Development (BMZ) and
operated by Sequa GmbH.
“The potential for biogas
energy production in the Indian
subcontinent is enormous,”
says Dr. Claudius da Costa
Gomez, chief executive officer
of Fachverband Biogas e.V.
According to research by the
Indian Ministry of Renewable
Energies, India can generate
up to 5,000 megawatts (MW)
from biogas solely through
t h e c ons i s te nt u s e of t h e
biogenic residual materials
accumulated in the country’s
sugar mills. Additionally, up
to 650 million tons of biomass
materials available can provide
an additional 18,000 megawatts
of electric power. If realized,
India could supply 20 percent of
its annual electricity needs with
nearly 700 TWh of biogas plants.
The objective of the
partnership is to improve the
framework for the development
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of the biogas industry in India
and build a member-based
association structure so the IBA
can be independently financed.
IBA will work to communicate
the interests of its members
during the construction and
operation of biogas plants,
and work closely with the
Indian Government, relevant
stakeholders and the general
public. “Fachverband Biogas
was started nearly 25 years
ago. We are pleased that we can
share our experience with the
IBA,” da Costa Gomez says. “We
want the IBA to be financed by
member contributions so it can
develop the biogas industry and
provide the country the climate,
energ y and environmental
benefits that biogas can offer.”
A short introduction of
Indian Biogas Association:
The Indian Biogas
Association (IBA) is the first
nationwide and professional
biogas association for
operators, manufacturers and

planners of biogas plants, and
representatives from public
policy, science and research
i n In d i a . T h e a s s o c i at i on
was established in 2011 and
revamped in 2015 to promote a
greener future through biogas.
The motto of the association
is “propagating biogas in a
sustainable way”. The Indian
Biogas Association has
members from the different
biogas related fields to promote
biogas in the government,
industry and science. DSM,
Netzsch, Vogelsang, Kirloskar,
Emerson, Arka BRENStech and
SS Gas Lab Asia are examples of
industry members. Apart from
industry, many individuals from
academia, government and
non-government organisations
also contribute regularly to
the biogas vision of India
set forth by the Association.
The main objectives to be
pursued by the Indian Biogas
Association are promotion of
technical developments, to
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provide training for research
and development growth and
evaluation and communication
of research findings and
practical experiences from
the field of biogas technology
for the benefit of the public
and the environment. IBA
is also involved in issuing
publications along with
exchanges of experience
through par ticipation and
implementation of exhibitions,
conferences and other events.
The association received the
Global Green Award 2014 for
its holistic contribution in
saving our planet.
Summarizing, after
considering the present global
energy crises and unprecedented
levels of climate change through
excessive dependence on
conventional sources of energy
does not leave biogas technology
to choice anymore - it is certainly
an imperative. BD
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4TH ASIA PACIFIC BIOGAS FORUM
28TH – 29TH APRIL 2015
SUNWAY PYRAMID CONVENTION CENTER,
KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

T

he 4th Asia Pacific
Biogas For um in
Ku a l a Lu mpu r
was once again a
resounding success! Coming
back to KL again for the fourth
year in a row, the Asia Pacific
Biogas Forum saw the gathering
of more than 400 delegates,
exhibitors and guests. Companies
all along the value chain had the
opportunity to share and discuss
their latest ideas and technology.
T h e e ve nt’s we l c om i ng
remarks were given by Dato’
Dr. Mohd Nazlee Kamal, CEO
at Malaysian Biotech Corp.
He believes that there is still
much potential for Biogas

Development in Malaysia and
that the government is extremely
supportive of the industry. He
called out to interested parties
to approach Malaysian Biotech
Corp for more information on
how they can assist.
Fo l l ow i ng t h e op e n i ng
remarks and the launch of the
Biogas Directory by Datuk Dr.
Ewon Ebin from the Ministry
of S cience, Te chnolog y &
Innovation, the Joint Venture
C eremony between Gas
Malaysia B erhad and Sime
Darby Offshore Engineering
took place to pursue Bio-CNG
opportunities. The newly formed
company through its Technical
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Services division is principally
involved in supplying, installing,
commissioning and providing
support services for the BioCNG business, namely Bio-CNG
systems, distribution trailers,
tanks and after-sales services.
After the signing ceremony and
networking coffee break, Razwin
Sulairee Bin Hasnan Termizi,
CEO of Biotech Corp Malaysia
presented on ‘Advanced biogas
as an alternative feedstock for
non-fossil based replacement
products.’ Razwin explained
Malaysia’s potential for biogas use
and then proceeded to explain how
research in biotechnology would
be the new game-changer for the
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biogas industry. He also detailed
the government’s new incentive
structure for biogas projects.
The next speech was by
Mohd. Rozli
bi n O t h m an
who talked about ‘The future
of bio-compressed natural gas
in Malaysia.’ He talked about
Gas Malaysia’s operations in
Malaysia and explained the
bio-CNG value chain.
Next up was Dr. Lim Daw
Yuen of Sime Darby Offshore
Engineering, who gave a speech
on ‘Building an integrated biogas
value chain from feedstock to
biogas off-taker’. His presentation
included a very nice diagram
the entire Biogas chain with all
of Biogas’ current industrial
applications and feedstocks. (See
fig. 1) He then went on to describe
the Biogas off-taker potential in
Malaysia with projections to 2025
and how Sime Darby fits into the
whole mix.
After that, Goh Tat Chuan,
Regional Sales Director at
Hexagon Lincoln presented
on ‘Mobile pipeline for biogas
applications’. He explained the
fundamentals behind a mobile
pipeline and what ser vices
Hexagon Lincoln had to offer.

He also discussed the differences
between steel and composite
cylinders and their uses in the
industry as well as touching on
cylinder safety at the end.
Mohd Fazli Saad from FELDA
Global Ventures (FGV) was next
to take the stage to speak on
‘Development of biogas projects
in FGV – reflections & way
forward and opportunities for
value creation in palm oil based
biogas.’ He first introduced FGV
and their operations in Malaysia
and spoke on their focus of rural
electrification through biogas,
concluding with their challenges
and their direction forward.
Following that, Dr. John Lee of
Caterpillar Energy Solutions gave
a speech on ‘Securing success in
power generation using biogas
fueled reciprocating engines.’ He
explained the role of Caterpillar’s
biogas engines in the value chain.
Cat Power Finance’s Aaron
Huang then spoke on ‘Best
practices in biogas project
financing.’ He basically made
clear 5 key points that lenders
look for when financing a power
project; Who is the borrower?, Is
there a sustainable fuel source?,
Who, What, How and When the
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project will be built?, How will
the project generate revenue?,
and Who will operate the plant?
The conference then stopped
for the networking lunch and
was resumed by Nor Shahmir
Nor Shahid, Head of Banking
at EXIM Bank and spoke on
‘Perspectives on financing biogas
clean energy.’ He explained EXIM
banks operations and explained
the main issues regarding project
finance and how to allocate risk.
F o l l o w i n g t h i s , S a f e’s
Jo n a s G i u l i a n i p r e s e nt e d
on ‘Biogas upgrading and
commercialization.’ He talked a
bit about Safe’s activities in Asia
before showcasing Safe’s latest
products and systems and how
they fit into the value chain.
After that, Marcello Barbato
of Envitec Biogas presented on
‘Biogas from POME and EFB’.
Marcello began by explaining
the biogas value chain and what
could be done with the raw gas
before it becomes bio-methane
before concluding with examples
of Envitec’s industrial plant case
studies.
It was then time for, Dr. Alfons
Schulte-Schulze Berndt, CEO of
Carbotech GmbH to present on
‘Upgrading, compression and
utilization and as an alternative
to CHP’. Dr. Alfons went over
Carbotech’s company operations,
technology and products before
going over biogas production
and utilization routes, biogas
specifications and ending with
best practice examples in Europe.
The first day of the event
then came to a close as Mark
Leslie, CEO at Alternative Energy
Corporation (AEC), gave a
speech on ‘The value of energy
in POME.’ He spoke on the value
of POME and how AEC was able
to assist in tapping this energy
rich feedstock.
The second day was opened
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by Lee Giok Seng, Executive
Director (at the time) of Asia
Pacific Natural Gas Vehicles
Association (ANGVA), gave
a talk on ‘The importance of
protocols and standards in the
use of bio-methane for vehicles.’
He began with a comparison of
the NGV numbers in the Asia
Pacific region. He added on more
information on the specifications
of bio-CNG and the importance of
a good infrastructure framework
to be present.
The next presenter, Alicia
Veneziani of Air Liquide, then
spoke on ‘Advancing towards
sustainable gas use with biogas
upgrading and liquefaction.’ She
went over Air Liquide’s current
operations and covered some
case studies of their projects.
She also then touched on gas
upgrading using membranes
and closed by presenting on Air
Liquide’s system options.
The presentation was followed
by Kurt Sorschak, President and
CEO of Xebec Adsorption Inc.
spoke on ‘Key considerations in
managing a biogas upgrading
project.’ Kurt then covered
the basics of gas purification,
separation and filtration. He then
spoke about Xebec’s products and
biogas systems and concluded

with examples of their project
case studies.
Following that, Dr. Chen Sau
Soon, Senior Director, Energy
& Environment at SIRIM, gave
a speech on ‘Developmental
activities for the biogas
ecosystem.’ Dr. Chen went over
the biogas ecosystem and then
a SWOT profile of the biogas
business. He then showed the
potential of the Malaysia players
to support the industry and how
SIRIM’s developmental activities
could further assist the biogas
business ecosystem. The forum
then took a break for the morning
networking coffee break.
The forum resumed with
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Michael Yeong from Evonik
Indust r ies, w ho sp oke on
‘Commercial reality of utilizing
biogas as bio-methane – making
the numbers work.’ Micheal
talked about Evonik’s Sepuran
Green biogas upgrading
membranes and also bio-methane
use scenarios. He also spoke on
length about the payback period
for switching from diesel to to
bio-methane.
Iain Gordon, MTL Product
Line Manager f rom E aton
Cooper Crouse-Hinds, spoke
on ‘Addressing Measurement
Challenges in Biogas.’ Iain
then talked about the biogas
markets and the challenges in
determining gas composition,
as well as how measurement is a
critical aspect of the upgrading
process. He also covered their
products and capabilities for their
gas measuring devices.
After this, Andy Cheng from
Biotec International gave a talk
on ‘Review of POME biogas
plants operational results: Biotec
experience in Asia, Africa &
South America.’ Andy went
over Biotec’s technologies and
operations. The forum then
stopp ed for the 2nd day’s
networking lunch.
It was then time for Yusriady

www.icesn.com

bin Che Saad from Konzen
Group to speak on ‘Key elements
in a startup and optimization
of biogas capture plant towards
achieving desired KPIs.’ Yusriady
introduced Konzen, and then
mentioned that the key strategies
to manage an AD system are
d e t ai l i ng t h e A D s y ste m ,
installing a comprehensive
anaerobic process management
control system and having
administration and process
monitoring systems in place.
Up next was Joselito E. Calip
from the Renewable Energy
Management Bureau of the
Philippine Department of Energy
who gave a presentation on
‘Opportunities and development
in the renewable energy and
biomass energy status in the
Philippines. Joselito covered the
Philippines’ policy mechanisms,
FiTs and incentive scheme for
renewable energy projects. He
then went over the current
biogas projects that are already
in operation in the Philippines.
Head Researcher of Indonesia
Oil Palm Research Institute,
Muhamad Ansori Nasution took
the stage after Joselito to speak
on ‘Bio-methane fueled palm
oil operations – opportunities
and challenges. Ansori gave an
overview of the opportunity for
bio-methane in Indonesia as well
as presenting research on BioCNG for NGVs and Bio-CNG as
a household stove fuel. He also
identified the challenges that
Indonesia faces in developing
their biogas industry. The forum
then went into recess for the
last networking coffee break of
the event.
Returning from the coffee
break, Dr. Pruk Aggarangsi,
Deputy Director at the Energy
Research and D velopment
Institute – Nakornping, at Chiang
Mai University Thailand, gave a

SITE VISIT

The site visit this year was to Felda Palm Industries - Besout
Palm Oil Mill which is one of the 71 mills owned by Felda
Global Ventures Holdings equipped with biogas capture
facilities complete with gas engine & gas pretreatment.
Biogas generated from palm oil mill discharge is captured,
pretreated in the bio-scrubbing system to reduce hydrogen
sulphite content before being fed into the gas engine.
Electric power produced is then channeled to mill as
internal power consumption, displacing diesel fuel that
was previously used. The project is a fine example of
clean, renewable energy being generated from palm oil
mill discharge, resulting in complete utilisation of biogas.
This fossil fuel displacement translates to savings in diesel
costs while at the same time lowering the carbon footprint
of the plant.

talk on ‘Case study for Thailand
– financial feasibility models for
biogas upgrading. Dr. Pruk went
over the bio-CNG potential in
Thailand and provided example
case studies. He concluded by
showing the current FiT rates for
biogas projects in Thailand.
Fazal Ali Khan, NGV Manager
at Emirates Gas then spoke about
‘Ensuring a safe and sustainable
biogas to NGV program: lessons
from the Middle East. Fazal
went over the basics of a CNG
mother-daughter setup and
Emgas’ MRU. He also gave some
worldwide statistics on NGVs
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and some other info on NGV
cylinders regarding safety and
other technical specifications.
The final speech was then
given by Chao Li, Co-founder of
Bioprocess Control China who
gave a speech on ‘Opportunities
& developments in the biogas
markets in China. Chao covered
China’s current biogas sector
development, policy framework,
incentives, opportunities &
barriers and concluded with a
case study on Sino-Minhe Biogas
and Sino-EU Biogas cooperation.
BD
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ASIA

MINI-HYDRO

18 – 20 MAY 2016 | JAKARTA, INDONESIA

DISTRIBUTED POWER SYSTEMS TO MEET DEVELOPMENT NEEDS IN ASIA

The demand for hydro-power has been fast growing in the last decade as developing nations move to harness their
resources. Hydro-power has a powerful contribution towards regional cooperation and development as harness its
power provides a unique way to mitigate climate change by displacing fossil energy as well as supports the storage
capacity of dams. This in turn provides for flood control, as well as water security for countries under threat of floods
and drought.
With the largely distributed nature of energy use for development in Asia, Mini-Hydro is one of the cleanest, most
effective ways to providing energy for use both on and off grid as it can be easier deployed and are a lot less resource
extensive. Countries of SEA have high hydropower potential for they are drained by major river systems including the
Irrawady, Salween, Chao Phraya, Mekong, and Red River. The development of mini-hydro will play an increasingly
important role in Asia as a viable source for electricity for economic development.
With this in mind, we are very glad to invite you to the upcoming Mini-Hydro Asia 2016, a forum dedicated to
expanding the deployment and development of mini-hydro projects in Asia.

Organized by:

ICESN

Tel: +65 6506 0951 | Fax: +65 6749 7293 | Email: info@icesn.com | www.icesn.com
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

AEV Energy Gmbh

Bilgeri Environtec Gmbh

Products/Services:
Biogas, Waste to Energy, Power Generation,
Electricity Production
Countries covered: Europe, Asia, Iran
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Gas Purification, Storage, & Combustion, Gas
Flares, Gas Holders, Feenter Equipment
Countries coveed: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Alternative Energy
Corporation

Binder Instrumentation
Pte Ltd

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +49 172 / 801 40 54
: info@aev-energy.de
: www.aev-energy.de

: +65 9029 3990
: mark@altencos.com
: www.altencos.com

Products/Services:
Environmental: Waste to sustainable
energy products
Countries covered: Southeast Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +43 5578 77005 0
: info@environtec.at
: www.biogas-plant.com

: +65 6562 7638
: binder.engrg@pacific.net.sg
: http://www.binder-engineering.com

Products/Services:
COMBIMASS - Biogas analysis & gas flow
systems
Countries covered: Europe, Middle East,
Southeast Asia, Mexico, Venezuela
Category: Anerobic Digestion

Biotec International Asia
T
E
W

: +603 5880 4100
: asia@biotec-net
: www.bio-tec.net

Products/Services:
Design, build and operate biogas plants especially
in Palm Oil Mills
About:
We, in Biotec International proivde clean
technologies and sustainable solutions to convert
biogas projects into profitable ventures. Our
Objective is to help our clients in managing
organic waste as well as the environment in
an integrated way. Our aim is to bring the best
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technical and financial solutions to our client and
partners. Biotec has vast experience in tropical
agro industry. Our pool of talents have developed
expertise in implementing projects and operating
biogas plants. We provide customized clientfocused solutions and acheived 100% success rate.
The figure illustrates the completeness of the scope
of services offered by Biotec.
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia
Category: Anerobic Digestion
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

Biodome Asia

Biowatt Development Ltd

Products/Services:
Coated, Bolted Steel Tanks for Anaerobic
Digestion & Biodom Double Membrane Gas
Storage
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, Asia-Pcific
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
Project development, engineering and funding
Countries covered: UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +603 5880 6704
: enquiries@biodome-asia.com
: www.biodome-asia.com

: +44 845 838 0735
: solutions.hub@biowatt.co.uk
: www.biowatt.uk.com

CEICO Consulting Pte Ltd
T
E
W

Biogas Equity 2 Inc
T
E
W

: +65 9283 9555
: mikemuller@biogas2.com
: www.biogas2.com

: +91 9844 1723 53
: gerard@ceico.com
: www.ceico.in

Products/Services:
Consulting, engineering and implementation of
biogas on a turkey basis
Countries covered: India, Nepal, Sri Lanka
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Products/Services:
Waste conversion based on newest patented
German Technology, AD, gasification
Countries covered: North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Xergi
T
E
W

: +45 2076 3381
: olet@xergi.com
: www.xergi.com

Products/Services: Waste Management, Design
and build large scale biogas plant
crop residue, industrial organic waste etc.
A Xergi plant has the customers return on
investment at heart, with focus on high
performance, low maintenance cost, low
operations cost and high versatility in feedstock.

About:
Xergi is a leading supplier of turnkey biogas
plants. With extensive experience from over
30 years in the biogas industry, Xergi offers
industry leading biogas plants with superior
performance. Our plants are backed by our
in-house R&D team and surveillance systems to
ensure plant operation meets expectations.
Xergi specializes in large-scale plants, with any
mix of feed stock, including food waste, straw,
chicken manure, animal manure, deep litter,

Countries covered:
Japan, Korea, China, Thailand, Vietnam,
Malaysia, Singapore, Philippines, Indonesia,
Europe, Africa, North America, and others.
North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

CIMC Enric

Enviroequip Sales & Rentals

Products/Services:Anaerobic digestion,
methane gas desulphurisation, decarburation,
EPC Project management, modularization,
stadardization and intelleginization in methane
gas engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants

Products/Services:
Gas analysers for biogas, landfill gas
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, India,
Pakistan, Middle East
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Miscellaneous

T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

T
E
W

: +603 7987 8386
: enquiry@enviroequip.com.my
: www.enviroequip.com.my

Geotech
T
E
W

: +44 1926 338 111
: sales@geotech.co.uk
: www.geotechuk.com

Products/Services:
Fixed and portable gas analyzers, suppliers for
biogas applications world wide
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

Hangzhou Energy &
Envionmental Engineering
Co. Ltd.
T
E
W

: +86571 8604 1861-8704
: heee-gm@163.com
: www.heee-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Process design, equipment supply
Countries covered:  
China, Bangladesh, Thailand, Kazakhstan
Categories: Anaerobic Digestion

Hycura
T
E
W

: 1 888 406 9670
: info@hycura.com
: www.hycura.com

Products/Services:
Microbe granulation technology for increased
production of bio-gases
Countries covered: USA, Canada
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

KIS (Knowledge Integration
Services) Group
T
E
W

: +603 2615 7237
: contact@kisgroup.net
: www.kisgroup.net

Products/Services:
ZPHBTM POME Treatment Technology
Countries covered: India, Idonesia, Singapore,
Colombia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Konzen Clean Energy
T
E
W

: +603 2161 8987
: info@konzencleanenergy.com
: www.konzencleanenergy.com

Products/Services:
Water and wastewater treatment plant,
anaerobic system, biogas plant
Countries covered: Malaysia, China
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Mailhem Engineers
T
E
W

: +91 20 2565 0047
: info@mailhem.com
: www.mailhem.com

Products/Services:
Solid & liquid organic waste treatment projects
on turnkey basis
Countries covered: India, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Maverick Biomethane Projects
Pvt Ltd
T
E
W

: +91 265 234 3010
: info@maverickbiomethane.com
: www.maverickbiomethane.com

Products/Services:
Green waste to energy, BG2CNG, anaerobic
digestion
Countries covered: UAE, Tanzania, Kenya,
Congo, India, Mauritius
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

MT Energie Gmbh

Q2 Engineering

Products/Services:
Biogas plant, bogas upgrading plant, biogas
plant components, technical and biological
support
Countries covered: UK, US, Germany, Europe
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Products/Services:
Design, build, investment, technology provider
for bogas and landfill gas
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Ivory Coast
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

T
E
W

: +49 4281 9845 0
: info@mt-energie.com
: www.mt-energie.com

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy Sdn
Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

Pure Energy LLC
T
E
W

: 435 659 3541
: info@peg-ibr.com
: www.pureenergygroupllc.com

Products/Services:
PEG offers advanced scalable AD technology
for waste to energy conversion
Countries covered: USA, Europe, Asia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
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T
E
W

: +603 7665 3788
: Q2@Q2 .com.my
: www.q2.com.my

SP Multitech Renewable
Energy
T
E
W

: +603 5882 5595
: info@spmultitech.com
: www.spmultitech.com

Products/Services:
Biogas technology and equipment, design and
construction of biogas plants
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Tech Infinity Engineering
T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution
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ANAEROBIC DIGESTION

Teck Guan

WCM Power Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
A 10 year experience jumpstart for maximum
production from POME
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion

Products/Services:
EPCC/BOOT/AD & Biogas Consulting
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Latin America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +6016 826 9852
: douglas@teckguan.com
: www.teckguan.com

TT Renewable Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

Xeon Waste Managers

: 012-6226615 / 03-27110888
: ssales@tenagatiub.com.my
: N.A

T
E
W

Products/Services:
System Integrator & Technology Provider For
Biogas To Power Plant
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants

: +91 9004 689601
: srinivas@xeonwm.com
: www.xeonwm.com

Products/Services:
Energy Bin, enzymes and cultures for anaerobic
digestion and biogas plants
Countries covered: India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Europe, Bangladesh, USA, UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Consultants | Miscellaneous

Veolia Water Solutions
T
E
W

: 03  6148 3726
: enquiry@wcmgroup.my
: www.vwcmgroup.my

: +65 6549 1556
: michel.otten@veoliawater.com
: www.veoliawaterst-sea.com

Products/Services:
Biothane product line including promethane
and a leading solution for POME
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
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BIOMETHANE

Bauer Gmbh

Biogas Equity 2 Inc

Products/Services:Press screw separators,
eccentrc screw pumps, submersible pumps,
submersibe mixers, biodos automatic feed
system, slurry tankers
Countries covered: North America, Russia,
Australia, Slovakia, Ukraine, Hungary, Brazil,
Poland, Romania, Asia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution

Products/Services: Waste conversion based
on newest patented German Technology, AD,
gasification
Countries covered: North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

T
E
W

: +43/ 3142/ 200-0
: bauer@bauer-at.com
: www.bauer-at.com

T
E
W

: +65 9283 9555
: mikemuller@biogas2.com
: www.biogas2.com

Bireme Group Pte Ltd
T
E
W

: +65 6748 7988
: adrian.bek@biremegroup.com
: www.biremegroup.com

Products/Services: Natural gas/Biogas dryer/
purification, On-site N2/O2 generators,
Compressed Air Turn-key solutions.
Countries covered: Australia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Thailand,
Pakistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

Air Liquide Advance Technologies
T
: +86 21 6090 3890
E
: atc.contact@airliquide.comv
W
:
www.airliquideadvancedtechnologies.com
Products/Services:
Solutions to upgrade all biogas for injection
into the natural gas network, Production of
vehicle fuel and liquid biomethane, production
of renewable hydrocarbon
About:
Present in 80 countries with 46 200 employees,
Air Liquide is the world leader in gases for
industry, health and the environment. Air
Liquide Middle East is a wholly-owned
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subsidiary of the group with headquarters set
up in Dubai. Thanks to innovative solutions
based on constantly enhanced technologies and
consistent with our commitment to sustainable
development, Air Liquide helps to protect life
and enable our customers to manufacture many
indispensable everyday products.
Countries covered: Africa, Middle East, AsiaPacific, Europe
Category: Biomethane Upgrading
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BIOMETHANE

CEICO Consulting Pte Ltd

CIMC Enric

Products/Services: Consulting, engineering and
implementation of biogas on a turkey basis

Products/Services:
Anaerobic digestion, methane gas
desulphurisation, decarburation, EPC Project
management, modularization, stadardization
and intelleginization in methane gas
engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +91 9844 1723 53
: gerard@ceico.com
: www.ceico.in

Countries covered: India, Nepal, Sri Lanka
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

Envitec Biogas AG
T
E
W

: +49 2574 8888 0
: info@envitec-biogas.com
: www.envitec-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Biogas and biogas upgrading plants
About:
Envitec Biogas covers the entire biogas value
chain for the production of biogas, including
planning and turnkey construction of biogas
plants and biogas upgrading plants ad their
commissioning. The company takes charge
of biological and technical services and offers
full plant and operational management. So far,
Envitec installed more than 360 MWel and
450 plants worldwide and has wide experience
in processing agricultural and agro-industrial
by-products. Envitec currently operates in

more than 20 countries and has 350 employees.
Envitec Biogas AG has been listed on the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange since 2007.
Countries covered:
Over 20 countries in Asia, Europe and
North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion
| Biomethane Upgrading
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BIOMETHANE

Climate Energy

Greenlane Technologies Ltd

Products/Services:
Solutions provider in gas handling and
utilization of downstream biogas plant
including power generation, hear recovery and
gas purficiation (bio-methane)
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
GEneration

Products/Services:
Biogas upgrading, gas compression and biogas
conditioning & Dehydration Systems.
Countries covered: Asia & Australia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

T
E
W

: +603 5115 0118
: ching@climateenergy.net
: N.A

T
E
W

Evonik Malaysia
T
E
W

: +603 2268 7878
: micheal.yeong@evonik.com
: www.evonik.com

Products/Services:
Biomethane upgrading, membrane solutions
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

: +64 9571 0687
: salesnz@greenlanebiogas.com
: www.greenlanebiogas.com

Mailhem Engineers
T
E
W

: +91 20 2565 0047
: info@mailhem.com
: www.mailhem.com

Products/Services:
Solid & liquid organic waste treatment projects
on turnkey basis
Countries covered: India, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Xebec Inc
T
E
W

: +001 450 979 8700
: sales@xebecinc.com
: www.xebecinc.com

Products/Services: Biogas Upgrading Plants
About:
Xebec specializes in product and technology
solutions, including design and manufacture
of cost-effective, environmentally responsible
purification, dehydration, separation and
filtration equipment for gases and compressed
air. Our offerings: Biogas Plants for the
purification of biogas from agricultural digesters,
landfill sites and waste water treatment plants;
Natural Gas Dryers for NGV refueling stations;
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Associated Gas Purification Systems for diesel
displacement on drilling sites; and Hydrogen
Purification Systems for fuel cell and industrial
applications. Xebec has near 50 years of
experience in adsorption technology, and has
supplied more than 9000 adsorption systems to
more than 1500 customers worldwide.
For more information, please visit: www.
xebecinc.com or contact the Bireme Group, our
Far East partner, at www.biremegroup.com
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading
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BIOMETHANE

Maverick Biomethane Projects
Pvt Ltd

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy
Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
Green waste to energy, BG2CNG, anaerobic
digestion
Countries covered: UAE, Tanzania, Kenya,
Congo, India, Mauritius
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

MT Energie Gmbh

Recuperma Gmbh

Products/Services:
Biogas plant, bogas upgrading plant, biogas
plant components, technical and biological
support
Countries covered: UK, US, Germany, Europe
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading

Products/Services:
Universal disintegrator: UzBio, Substrate
preparation, increasing gas recovery
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous

T
E
W

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +91 265 234 3010
: info@maverickbiomethane.com
: www.maverickbiomethane.com

T
E
W

: +49 4281 9845 0
: info@mt-energie.com
: www.mt-energie.com

: +49 2305 54886 - 0
: info@recuperma.de
: www.recuperma.com

SAFE S.p.A.

Neuman & Esser South
East Asia
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

T
E
W

: +66 38 923700
: info@neuman-esser.co.th
: www.neuman-esser.de

: +39 051 687 82251
: info@safegas.it
: www.safegas.it

Products/Services:
Gas compressors, bio-methane upgrading, gas
transportation & distribution solutions
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution

Products/Services:
Reciprocating compressor systems, parts and
services
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, Taiwan,
South Korea, Australia, New Zealand
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous
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BIOMETHANE

Taiyo Nippon Sanso

TT Renewable Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
Industrial gas solutions, air separation and gas
handling
Countries covered: US, China, Taiwan, Korea,
Singapore, Vietnam, Philippines, Malaysia,
Indonesia, India
Category: Biomethane Upgrading

Products/Services:
System Integrator & Technology Provider For
Biogas To Power Plant
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants

T
E
W

: +65 6265 9355
: shleong@nox.com.sg
: www.tn-sanso.co.jp.en

Tech Infinity Engineering
T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution
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T
E
W

: 012-6226615 / 03-27110888
: ssales@tenagatiub.com.my
: N.A

Xeon Waste Managers
T
E
W

: +91 9004 689601
: srinivas@xeonwm.com
: www.xeonwm.com

Products/Services:
Energy Bin, enzymes and cultures for anaerobic
digestion and biogas plants
Countries covered: India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Europe, Bangladesh, USA, UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Consultants | Miscellaneous
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POWER GENERATION

Biogas Equity 2 Inc

Libertine FPE Limited

Products/Services:
Waste conversion based on newest patented
German Technology, AD, gasification
Countries covered: North America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Products/Services:
1-100kW power generation, CHP and waste
heat recovery technology
Countries covered: Asia, South America
Category: Power Generation

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +65 9283 9555
: mikemuller@biogas2.com
: www.biogas2.com

Mailhem Engineers

Climate Energy
T
E
W

: +44 7740 488 130
: sam.cockerill@libertine.co.uk
: www.lbertine.co.uk

T
E
W

: +603 5115 0118
: ching@climateenergy.net
: N.A

: +91 20 2565 0047
: info@mailhem.com
: www.mailhem.com

Products/Services:
Solid & liquid organic waste treatment projects
on turnkey basis
Countries covered: India, Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation

Products/Services:
Solutions provider in gas handling and
utilization of downstream biogas plant
including power generation, hear recovery and
gas purficiation (bio-methane)
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Power
Generation

KPSR Construction
T
E
W

: +60 18 2795 013
: kpsr-biogas@outlook.com ￼
: www.kpsr-biogas.com

Products/Services:
Design and consulting services for industrial
anaerobic digestion and biogas treatment

for a SE Asian context, our projects are adapted
to each site and can be implemented in remote
locations. Typical feed-stocks
are palm oil, cassava waste, distillery waste and
feedlot waste. Solids are able to be included.
Typical project size is 2 – 4 MWe

About:
KPSR Construction are biogas project
specialists - this is all we do. We provide
a niche service where our client’s project
needs are the focus of a complete customised
design. We are professional engineers who
understand the technical issues leading to
reliable operation. Our projects are efficient,
effective, straightforward to operate, and meet
all reasonable investment criteria. Designed

Countries covered:
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants
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POWER GENERATION

Metro Machinery Co.
T
E
W

: +66 2742 8000
: somkiat.chos@metrocat.com
: www.metrocat.com

Products/Services:
Sells and services the complete caterpillar gas
line of products
Countries covered: Thailand
Category: Power Generation

MTU Asia Pte Ltd
T
E
W

: +65 6860 9703
: desmod.kho@mtu-online.com
: www.mtuonsiteenergy.com

Products/Services:
MTU onsite energy power genset (gas, diesel,
biogas)
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Power Generation

Multico Enviro
T
E
W

: +603 7960 4898
: inquiry@multico.com.my
: www.multico.com.my

Products/Services:
Pre-engineering design, electrical and
mechaical works and project management for
clean opwer generation
Countries covered: Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Taiwan, Maynmar, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Laos
Category: Power Generation | Consultants
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Oiltek Nova Bioenergy
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Power Generation | Gas
Distribution

OPRA Turbines
T
E
W

: +65 9851 8279
: n.htwee@opraturbines.com
: www.opraturbines.com

Products/Services:
Gas turbine generators
Countries covered: UAE, Netherlands, Russia,
Singapore, US
Category: Power Generation

PT Asia Biogas Indonesia
T
E
W

: +62 21 5296 0370
: adhi.erlangga@asiabiogas.co.id
: www.asiabiogas.com

Products/Services:
Biogas & biomass plant designer for both
thermal and electricity generation
Countries covered: Thailand, Indonesia,
Singapore
Category: Power Generation
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Sime Darby Industrial

TT Renewable Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
Caterpillar palm oil biogas, agriculture biogas,
landfill and sewage gas generators
Countries covered: Malaysia, Singapore,
Australia, PNG
Category: Power Generation

Products/Services:
System Integrator & Technology Provider For
Biogas To Power Plant
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Biomethane
Upgrading, Power Generation, Consultants

Tech Infinity Engineering

WCM Power Sdn Bhd

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |
Biomethane Upgrading | Power Generation
| Gas Distribution

Products/Services:
EPCC/BOOT/AD & Biogas Consulting
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Latin America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +86 510 8663 2086
: ng.chun.hoong@simedarby.com
: www.simedarby.com

T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

T
E
W
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: 012-6226615 / 03-27110888
: ssales@tenagatiub.com.my
: N.A

: 03  6148 3726
: enquiry@wcmgroup.my
: www.vwcmgroup.my
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GAS DISTRIBUTION

Bauer Gmbh
T
E
W

: +43/ 3142/ 200-0
: bauer@bauer-at.com
: www.bauer-at.com

Products/Services:
Press screw separators, eccentrc screw pumps,
submersible pumps, submersibe mixers, biodos
automatic feed system, slurry tankers
Countries covered: North America, Russia,
Australia, Slovakia, Ukraine, Hungary, Brazil,
Poland, Romania, Asia
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution

CIMC Enric
T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

Products/Services:
Anaerobic digestion, methane gas
desulphurisation, decarburation, EPC
Project management, modularization,
stadardization and intelleginization in
methane gas engineering
Countries covered: North America,
Europe, South America, Central Asia,
Southeast Asia, Russia, Australia, China,
Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |
Biomethane Upgrading | Gas Distribution |
Consultants
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Maverick Biomethane Projects
Pvt Ltd
T
E
W

: +91 265 234 3010
: info@maverickbiomethane.com
: www.maverickbiomethane.com

Products/Services:
Green waste to energy, BG2CNG, anaerobic
digestion
Countries covered: UAE, Tanzania, Kenya,
Congo, India, Mauritius
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |
Biomethane Upgrading | Gas Distribution

Oiltek Nova Bioenergy Sdn
Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 55428 288
: lester@oiltek.com.my
: www.oiltek.com.my

Products/Services:
“Our technology is proven successfully in
POME application since 28 years ago. “
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |
Biomethane Upgrading | Power Generation
| Gas Distribution
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GAS DISTRIBUTION

PT Natgas Indonesia

Tech Infinity Engineering

Products/Services:
Specialize in CNG gas equipment and
piping
Countries covered: Indonesia
Category: Gas Distribution

Products/Services:
Complete biogas value chain provider
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |
Biomethane Upgrading | Power Generation
| Gas Distribution

T
E
W

: +62 8136 436 6041
: shleong@nox.cm.sg
: N.A

T
E
W

: +603 7726 3231
: info@techinfinity.my
: www.techinfinity.my

SAFE S.p.A.
T
E
W

: +39 051 687 82251
: info@safegas.it
: www.safegas.it

Products/Services:
Gas compressors, bio-methane upgrading, gas
transportation & distribution solutions
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane Upgrading | Gas
Distribution
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CONSULTANTS

ADI Systems Asia Pacific

CIMC Enric

Products/Services:
Specialists in wastewater treatment and wasteto-energy systems design
Countries covered: Asia-Pacific Region
Category: Consultants

Products/Services:
Anaerobic digestion, methane gas
desulphurisation, decarburation, EPC Project
management, modularization, stadardization
and intelleginization in methane gas
engineering
Countries covered: North America, Europe,
South America, Central Asia, Southeast Asia,
Russia, Australia, China, Thailand, India
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Biomethane
Upgrading | Gas Distribution | Consultants

T
E
W

: 0064 951 0240
: asiapacific@adi.ca
: www.adisysteminc.com

Biowatt Development Ltd
T
E
W

: +44 845 838 0735
: solutions.hub@biowatt.co.uk
: www.biowatt.uk.com

T
E
W

: +86 552 307 3687
: edllchaustin@163.com
: www.enricgroup.com

Products/Services:
Project development, engineering and funding
Countries covered: UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Consultants

DMT Enviromental Technology
T
E
W

: +31 (0) 513 63 67 89
: hdekker@dmt-et.nl
: www.dmt-et.nl

Products/Services:
Biogas Upgrading, Gas Desulphurisation, Water
Treatment
About:
ManDMT Environmental Technology is the
expert and global leader in biogas upgrading
technology. Focusing on the Palm Oil Industry,
DMT delivers desulphurization and upgrading
technology specifically for biogas from Palm
Oil Mill Effluent in order to create value from
waste. Its proven, profitable, sustainable and
easy to use.
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DMT Environmental Technology is a fast
growing company that specializes in helping
companies to contribute to the environment in
a sustainable and profitable way. The techniques
we implement solve environmental issues. With
over more than 28 years of experience, DMT is
reliable partner and market leader in the field of
biogas upgrading. DMT has won several awards
on innovation and technology as well as several
growth awards.
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Biomethane, Consultants
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CONSULTANTS

Genpower Carbon Solutions

Multico Enviro

Products/Services:
Waste to energy project development, biogas
POA inclusion & carbon finance
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Consultants

Products/Services:
Pre-engineering design, electrical and
mechaical works and project management for
clean opwer generation
Countries covered: Malaysia, Thailand,
Philippines, Taiwan, Maynmar, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Laos
Category: Power Generation | Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +603 7863 0826
: Martha.fernandez@bunge.com
: N.A

Green Access Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 7960 4898
: inquiry@multico.com.my
: www.multico.com.my

: +603 7620 7929
: green.access.my@gmail.com
: N.A

Products/Services:
Commercialization of an integrated microbial
based POME treatment system (PTS)
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Consultants

SEBIGAS
T
E
W

: 0039 0331 1817 711
: sales@sebigas.com
: www.sebigas.com

Products/Services:
Tailored plants, to suit customer requirement
and technology and engineering as technology
provider

and development in biology and engineerring
fields are the strengths that characterise
SEBIGAS products. SEBGIAS operates and
EPC CONTRACTOR for the construction of
turnkey plants ad provider technology and
engineering in the role of TECHNOLOGY
PROVIDER.

About:
SEBIGAS, a division of EXERGY S.p.A.,
sub-holding of maccaferri Industrial Group
is specialized in the design, construction and
management of biogas power plant. SEBIGAS
offers INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS for the
widest-ranging demands of the market.
Financial strength, technological exoertise and
flexibility execution with a focus on research

Countries covered: Italy, Thailand, Brazil
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Consultants
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CONSULTANTS

MV Technologies

Redmore Environmental Ltd

Products/Services:
Engineered hydrogen sulfide (H2S Removal),
methane gas desulphurization, odor control
Countries covered: USA, UK, Asia-Pacific, EU
Category: Consultants | Miscellaneous

Products/Services:
Environmental assessments in support of
planning or permitting applications
Countries covered: UK
Category: Consultants

P&S Design Co.

Reex Capital Asia

Products/Services:
Environmental & energy engineering expert
consultant
Countries covered: Thailand
Category: Consultants

Products/Services:
Capital raising (equity and debt), development
strategy via M&A, and J, due diligence, feasiility
studies and advisory
Countries covered: Asia
Category: Consultants

T
E
W

T
E
W

: +1 303 277 1625
: info@mvseer.com
: www.mvseer.com

T
E
W

: +662 3120 165
: paiboon@psbiogas.com
: www.psbiogas.com

T
E
W

: 0161 706 0075
: info@red-env.co.uk
: www.red-env.co.uk

: +65 6818 9710
: yanis.boudjouher@reexasia.com
: www.reexasia.com

True Eco
T
E
W

: +6011-2627 8823,
: elainewong@true-eco.com
: www.true-eco.com

Products/Services:
On-going training, maintenance, service
support, continuous system monitoring,
process research and analysis
About:
It is people that deliver projects. Leveraging
on technical know-how and plant operation
experience, our team work closely with you
to assist you in designing and configuring
operator-friendly solutions that tailored to
support your specific wastewater and biogas
goals. Our comprehensive engineering service
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range offers: project feasibility assessment,
technical design and procurement, project
construction, operation and maintenance,
process improvement and technical training.
With the drive to reduce downtime and cost
pressure, we benefit our clients by optimizing
cost and improving operational reliability. We
are committed to assist you in your wastewater
and biogas ventures. Contact us today.
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants
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CONSULTANTS

WCM Power Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: 03  6148 3726
: enquiry@wcmgroup.my
: www.vwcmgroup.my

Products/Services:
EPCC/BOOT/AD & Biogas Consulting
Countries covered: Malaysia, Indonesia, West
Africa, Latin America
Category: Anaerobic Digestion, Power
Generation, Consultants

Xeon Waste Managers
T
E
W

: +91 9004 689601
: srinivas@xeonwm.com
: www.xeonwm.com

Products/Services: Energy Bin, enzymes and
cultures for anaerobic digestion and biogas
plants
Countries covered: India, Sri Lanka, Pakistan,
Europe, Bangladesh, USA, UK
Category: Anaerobic Digestion |Biomethane
Upgrading | Consultants | Miscellaneous
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MISCELLANEOUS

Addinol Lube Oil
T
E
W

: +49 172/801 40 54
: info@ave-energy.de
: www.aev-energy.de

Products/Services:
Biogas, Waste to Energy, Energy Production,
Electricity Production
Countries covered: Europe, China, Australia
Category: Miscellaneous

Biogen (UK) Ltd
T
E
W

: +441 1234 827210
: info@biogen.co.uk
: www.biogen.co.uk

Products/Services:
Anaerobic Digeston Design Specialists, Design,
Building & Operation of Plants
Countries covered: UK
Category: Miscellaneous

Biotech Alliance International
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +60 8241 4837
: bioall@myjaring.net
: N.A

Products/Services:
BAIGUS advanced furrow composting system
which provides a wide range of decomposing
microbes and soil enrichment microbes namely
nitorgen fixers, phosphorous stabilising agents,
mycorrhiza, zinc holders and trichoderma
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous
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Braunschweiger Flammenfilter
Gmbh (Protego)
T
E
W

: +49 5307 809 0
: office@protego.de
: www.protego.com

Products/Services:
Pressure and vacuum relieve valves, Flame
Arrester, Gauge catch
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Miscellaneous

Clean Energy Advisors
Pte Ltd
T
E
W

: +66 87 809 7556
: jsiteur@clean-energy-advisors.com
: www.clean-energy-advisors.com

Products/Services:
Biogas training, Financial report planning,
Consultancy
Countries covered: US
Category: Miscellaneous

Elmac Technologies Ltd
T
E
W

: +44 1352 717600
: sales@elmactechnologies.com
: www.elmactechnologies.com

Products/Services:
Flame arresters, pressure vacuum relief, valves,
emergency relief vents, gauge hatches, manways, vents, tank blanketing valves, bursting
discs
Countries covered: UK, Suth Africa, China
Category: Miscellaneous
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MISCELLANEOUS

Enviroequip Sales & Rentals
T
E
W

Kassbohrer Gelandefahrzeug
AG

: +603 7987 8386
: enquiry@enviroequip.com.my
: www.enviroequip.com.my

T
E
W

Products/Services:
Gas analysers for biogas, landfill gas
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, India,
Pakistan, Middle East
Category: Anaerobic Digestion | Miscellaneous

Products/Services: Pistenbully 300 greentech
all-terrain vehicle for difficult terrain
Countries covered: Germany, France, Italy,
Austria, Switzerland, Sweden, US
Category: Miscellaneous

Flex Energy Inc.
T
E
W

Luxfer Gas Cylinders

: +65 8488 9118
: vincen.lim@flexenergy.com
: www.flexenergy.com

T
E
W

Products/Services:
Micro gas turbine generator
Countries covered: International
Category: Miscellaneous

: + 44 115 98 03800
: customerservice@luxfer.net
: www.luxferaf.com

Products/Services:
Lightweight high pressure composite cylinders
and roof mounted systems for shuttle buses
Countries covered: United states, Australia,
China, Canada, Germany
Category: Miscellaneous

Hermann Sewerin Gmbh
T
E
W

: +497932 900-0
: info@pistenbully.com
: www.pistenbully.com

: +49 5241 934-0
: sales@sewerin.com
: www.sewerin.com

MV Technologies

Products/Services:
Gas leak detection, gas warning and measuring
devices, gas odorisation
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Miscellaneous

T
E
W

: +1 303 277 1625
: info@mvseer.com
: www.mvseer.com

Products/Services:
Engineered hydrogen sulfide (H2S Removal),
methane gas desulphurization, odor control
Countries covered: USA, UK, Asia-Pacific, EU
Category: Consultants | Miscellaneous
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MISCELLANEOUS

Mvance Engineering
Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +606-2633339
: mvancesb@yahoo.com
: www.m-vance.com

Products/Services:
Supply of material, fabrication, installation
and commissioning of various plants as well
as machineries
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous

Netzsch
T
E

W

: +603 7843 6883
: info.nmk@netzsch.com
info.nji@netzsch.com
info.ntb@netzsch.com
: www.netzsch.com

Products/Services:
Pumps, macerators, spare parts
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Miscellaneous

Neuman & Esser South East
Asia
T
E
W

: +66 38 923700
: info@neuman-esser.co.th
: www.neuman-esser.de

Products/Services:
Reciprocating compressor systems, parts and
services
Countries covered: Southeast Asia, Taiwan,
South Korea, Australia, New Zealand
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous
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Recuperma Gmbh
T
E
W

: +49 2305 54886 - 0
: info@recuperma.de
: www.recuperma.com

Products/Services:
Universal disintegrator: UzBio, Substrate
preparation, increasing gas recovery
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Biomethane Upgrading |
Miscellaneous

TUV Nord Malaysia Sdn Bhd
T
E
W

: +603 8023 2124
: robert.cheong@tuv-nord.com
: www.tuv-nord.com

Products/Services:
Inspection, testing and certification
Countries covered: Malaysia
Category: Miscellaneous

Union Instruments GmbH
T
E
W

: +49 721 680 3810
: info@union-instruments.com
: www.union-instruments.com

Products/Services: Devices and Systems for gas
analysis in the process industry
Countries covered: Worldwide
Category: Miscellaneous

Zuwa Zumpe Germany
T
E
W

: +49 8682 8934
: export@zuwa.de
: www.zuwa.de

Products/Services: Pumps for Biogas Plants
Countries covered: Germany
Category: Miscellaneous
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Make value
out of
your waste

Why not make value out of your waste streams?
DMT makes it possible. Our technology enables
biogas to be upgraded to pure methane. The
methane can be further compressed to Bio-CNG
which can then be used as fuel for transport or for
boilers. With more than 28 years and world wide
experience we are a reliable partner. We have
become market leader in the field of biogas
upgrading with our advanced membrane
technology. Why not call our
office and find out what
we can do for you?
DMT Environmental Technology www.dmt-et.com
CALL +31 513 636 789 for Harmen Dekker or Coen Meijers
E-mail: hdekker@dmt-et.nl or cmeijers@dmt-et.nl

